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Chief of Staff backs president

Mondale, Kirkland criticize
Reagan's economic policies
WASHINGTON(AP)— Former
Vice President Walter Mondale
and AFL-CIO chief Lane Kirkland
are demanding that the Reagan
administration find a way to cure
the nation's economic woes
without high unemployment.
But White House Chief ef Staff
James A. Baker HI says the administration has no plans to alter
Its policies, which emphasize cuts
In the federal budget and in individual and business tax rates to
get the economy going again.
"The unemployment situation is
tragic and the president deplores
the fact that so many people are
out of work," Baker said Sunday
on ABC's "This Week With David
Brinkley."
However, Baker maintained
that "the 90 percent (of the
American people) that are working are considerably better off
than they were two years ago.
They've got more purchasing
power..." because of reduced inflation and the tax cuts.
Kirkland, decrying double-digit
unemployment that left some 11.3

million people jobless in
September, said time has run out
on President Fteagan's pursuit of
supply-aide economics.
"This administration has tested
and tried and had its way in trying
out two erratic cultist theories,"
the AFL-CIO president said on the
CBS program "Face the Nation."
"Never before in history have
two crack-brain theories like
supply-side economics and cultist
monetarism had a more extensive
trial and been proved so wrong to
the great harm of so many people
so quickly," he said.
Mondale, who was also interviewed on the ABC broadcast,
said Reagan was misleading the
public with rhetoric with his
assertions that the president inherited an unemployment rate
that had already reached 7.4 percent when he succeeded Pre=i4ent
Jimmy Carter.
"What I think is troubling
Americans is that we have politicians dealing with the politics of
the problem, not the problem,"
said Mondale, considered a can-

didate for the Democratic party
nomination for presided in NIL
"The present course is not working.... I think in all respects, he's
(Reagan) wrong. But what really
counts is that we get on and do
something now to help these people that are suffering so dreadfully right now."
Mondale accused Reagan of
"blaming others, trying to find a
political position that solves his
political problem. I think what
Americans want now is a lot less
blaming and a little action now to
put people back to work."
Baker disagreed with assertions
that the double-digit unemployment rate in September, the last
such figures to be reported before
the fall congressional elections,
will erode Republican party
chances at the polls.
"I do not think that the 10.1 percent unemployment figure will be
a dramatic event so far as the
election is concerned," he said. "I
don't think it will be a watershed
event."

Economy plan's successful aspects
to be emphasized during campaigning
By JAMES GERSTENZANG
Associated Press Writer
SANTA BARBARA, Calif.(AP)
— With unemployment at a record
level, President Reagan will focus
almost entirely on the successful
aspects of his'economic program
In his campaign efforts over the
next three weeks, aides say.
In addition, they say he will
stress a traditional campaign
theme before the Nov. 2 elections
— turning out the Republican
vote.
After a long weekend on the
West Coast, Reagan planned a 11
/
2hour visit to Irving, Texas, today
before returning to Washington.
At the stop near Dallas, Reagan
will campaign for Republican
Gov. William Clements, running
for re-election, and for Rep. Jim
Collins, the GOP Senate candidate.
Deputy White House press
secretary Larry Speakes said the
president will use the political
event there to draw attention to
evidence of success in battling the
nation's economic problems.
Although September unemployment figures released on Friday
showed the nation's jobless rate
climbing to a 42-year high of 10.1
percent, White House Chief of

Staff James A. Baker IH said he
does not think the announcement
of the new statistics will be a
"dramatic event or watershed
event" in the campaign.
The jobless rate was 9.8 percent
In August, and 7.4 percent whew.
Reagan took office.
Citing success in reducing inflation and interest rates, Baker said
Sunday on ABC-TV's "This Week"
program that "the administration
has made dramatic progress on
two of those problems, and, given
time, there will be dramatic progress on unemployment."
"The people who are working,
the 99 million plus Americans, are
a lot better off, they have a lot
more purchasing power," he said.
"Those people are not going to be
affected because the unemployment rate increased," he said.
Meanwhile, Reagan is planning
to address to the nation from the
Oval Office Wednesday night.
Aides are thinking about the
political benefits of signing —
before the television audience — a
Job training bill that the administration is trying to use to
answer critics of the rising
unemployment rate.
One senior presidentiai aide
said the address was schled
"because the president has not
gone to the public to talk about the
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Retirement community near Aurora
receives nationalinnovation award

BENTON — Lakeland Wesley
Village, a retirement community
economy for some time."
near Aurora, has been selected for
Ed Rollins, Fteagan's assistant
national recognition for its infor political affairs, said during
the next three weeks, "The presi- novative approach in providing
housing for the elderly.
dent will try and take his story
The American Amociation of
(about the economy) to the
American pees.—The candidates •-• listedfor the Agag,Washiegton,
D.C., has picked the community
will have to dothe same thing."
for
its "Innovation of the Year
As Election Day draws closer,
Award,"
according to Robert
the president will also focus on
Werle,
executive
director of
getting voters to the polls. "There
is just not quite the enthusiasm as Lakeland
The award was based on a paper
there is in a presidential campaign," Rollins said. "It's crucial submitted by Wed., explaining
the community's concept of profor us to get our voters to turn
moting independent living for the
out."
elederly, through innovative architecture and management.
Lakeland is a non-profit retirement community on the shores of
Kentucky Lake's Jonathan Creek.
It is sponsored by the United
The Wrather-West Kentucky
Methodist Church, Paducah
Museum will be open Saturday as District. In operation for more
part of Murray State University's than a year, it consists of 97 HUD
Homcoming activities.
rent-assisted apartments, with
The museum, which was the two-bedroom luxury duplex
first building built on the Murray homes under construction.
State campus, will be open from 9
It is the largest passive solar,
a.m. to 11:30 and immediately multi-resident facility in the
following the football game, ac- United States and is a national
cording to Martha Guier, museum
demonstration project of the TVA.
director.
According to Werle, the unique
Some of the museum's exhibits design also allows the apartments
include early photographs of the to front on a solar atrium, which
Murray State campus and a he terms"a Main Street."
display of photographs of Ken"This allows opportunity for intucky.
teraction between residents,"

Museum to be
open Saturday

mostly sunny
Today partly to mostly sunny
skies and pleasant
temperatures. High from the
upper 60s to lower 70s. West
winds around 10 miles an hour.
Tonight mostly clear and cool.
Lows In the mid or upper 40s.
Light variable winds. Tuesday
mostly sunny. High from the
mid 608 to around 70. Light
variable winds.
Wednesday through Friday:
Fair and cool. Highs.in the mid
60s to low 70s. Laws in the low
to upper 40s.
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MISS
YOUR PAPER!
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Money tidier & Tides
by 5:30 p m. MondaylFriday or
by 3.30 p m Saturdays are urged
to call 753-1916 between 5:38
p.a. end 6 p.n., Made,through
er 3:31 p.m. lad 4 p.n. Wierdeys.

CONFERENCE CONCLUSION — Members of the OM semis° of the Western Division of the General C..foresee of Free Will Baptists, Inc., concluded their 11211111111 gathering in Murray last week. Delegations from
TIMM,Louisiana, Miesiesippi, Arkansas, Tennessee, Minds, Miameri and Kentucky attended the week-ieng
convention dedicated to improving fellowship and religious stabs. Maim activities for the betterment of
humanities throughout communities is another of the many objectives addressed. mild••Pokeenso for the
group. Pictured above are members of the premident's cabinet,(from left) Cimino Moody, Sr., motor of the
Mt. Horeb(Mardi; James Macey, Dallas, Texas,second vice-president; M.H. Williams. Slater, Mo., presided; and H.H. Martin, Idergamfkiki, Ky.,first vice president. The group stayed at various motels and in the
homes of church members while visiting in Murray.

will attend the conference as
representatives of the(wilily Mr
and Mrs. Tom Inman, Lakeland
managers, also will attend, as will
Werle.
"This is quite an honor for
Lakeland." Work said, and we
take great pride In the accomplishment. Importantly. It
shows that we must be doing
something right, because of more
than 2.61/0 members in the
organisation, we were picked as
the most innovative.

Stock market opens high
extending powerful rally
NEW YORK (AP) — The stock
market opened sharply higher today, extending last week's powerful rally, as euphoria continued
over falling interest rates.
The Dow Jones average of 30 Industrial stocks, up nearly 210
points in the last two months,
leaped another 11.40 points to
998.Z in the first half hour today,
with four stocks rising in price for
every one that fell on the New
York Stock Exchange.
Interest rates fell sharply last
week amid a growing conviction
that the Federal Reserve Board
would adopt a more accommodating monetary stance in
light of the economy's continued
weakness.
After the close of trading Fmday, the Fed cut its discount rate
to 9.5 percent train 10 percent, the
lowest it has set the interest it
charges on loans to banks and savings associations since November
1971.
Within minutes, Mellon Bank of
Pittsburgh said it was cutting its

Eddyville
escapees
recaptured

today's index
One Section — 14 Pages
Classifieds
12, 13
Comics
12
Crosswords
12
Dear Abby
14
Horoscopes
Murray Today
4,
Obituaries
14
Perspective
3
Spoi-ts
$9

Werle said, "but it also provides
much-needed privacy for the
residents:'
The award is to be presented at
the Association's national convention, which started Sunday, in
Atlanta. This year's swards were
•Paneored by Blyth Eastman
Paine Webber Health Care Funding and provide a travel stipend
to the conference, along with complimentary registration foes.
The Rev. and Mrs. Stanley
Mahan, residents of Lakeland.

Two escapees who walked away
from the West Kentucky Farm
Center at Eddyville, around 7 a.m.
Friday have been apprehended,
according to Richard Wright, information officer for the Kentucky
State Police.
Kenn,/ Jackson, 19, Murray,
described as being a white male.
5' 8". 140 lbs., with blue eyes and
brown hair and Billy Riley, 20,
Mayfield, a white male, 6' 0", 145
lbs., with brown hair and hazel
eyes were spotted at a service station in Kuttawa, noted at
spokesman for the center. The two
were taken back into custody at
approximately 9:30 p.m. Saturday. No resistance was offered.
the spokesman added.
The two men, both serving three
years, were discovered missing
during a routine head count.

prime lending rate to 1215 percent, one-quarter point below the
11 percent level adopted by the
rest of the industry Last Thursday
Analysts are predicting further
cuts in the base upon which banks
compute interest charges on
short-term loans to their best-risk
corporate customers

Marshall
man drowns
A Marshall County man. 27year-old Terry Phillip Bowman,
drowned near Donalson Creek
Bay on Barkley Lake in Trigg
County at approximately 4 p.m.
Sunday, according to Kentucky
State Police Information Officer
Richard Wright.
Bowman, who was arrowhead
hunting there, was attempting to
swim to Ms drifting boat, when he
decided he couldn't make it, and
turned to return to the shore, said
Wright.
His body was recovered at approximately 4:46 p.m. that afternoon in eight feet of water
The drowning was investigated
by Kentucky State Police Water
Patrol Officer Richard Gidcomb

Calloway band
to perform Saturday
The Calloway County High
School marching band will be performing in the fifth annual Todd
County "Festival of Bands"
Saturday at Todd County Central
High School, Elkton.
Approximately 16 bands from
Kentucky and Tennessee will participate in the event. Schools include Washington County, Heath,
Warren East, Jo Byrne, Father
Ryan, Barren County, Providence. Moore County.
Russelville, Fort Campbell,
Hughes Park, Drakesboro,
Stewart County, Logan County
and Caldwell County.
Competition will begin at 6 p.m.
Music will range (rain country to
pop. Concessions also will be
available
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Heater safety urged during
winter months; millions in use
By Loma coax
Associated Pries Writer
Warning: The beater you buy to save money on your fuel bills this
winter could kill you if you're not careful about the way you use it.
Millions of Americans have turned to auxiliary heaters to supplement or partially replace central heating systems as the price of
traditional fuels like oil and natural gas has risen. And officials say
Improper use of the devices is responsible for a growing number of
fires, deaths and injuries.
During the late 1970s, for example, the popularity of wood-burning
stoves soared. Figures from the Federal Trade Commission show
sales went from 200,000 in 1972 to 1.2 million in 1979.
At the same time, according to Bea Harwood of the Consumer Product Safety Commission, the number of fires increased "dramatically," almost doubling since 1978. She said that in 1980, the latest year
for which complete figures are available, there were 112,000 fires
caused by heaters using solid fuel like wood; there were 350 deaths
and 2,800 injuries.
Kerosene heaters now have joined the stoves on the list of bestsellers and there are new concerns. The product safety commission
says sales of heaters rose from 3,400 in 1974 to 3 million in 1981.
William Overby of the U.S. Fire Administration said the increased
use — or misuse — of kerosene heaters probably will lead to more
fires. "I would expect that during this coming beating season and
perhaps the next one we would see an increase in the number of fires
and possibly deaths," he said.
Many states and some local governments used to ban the use of
kerosene heaters because of safety problems with early models,
Overby said. Most of those bans have been rescinded as standards
'have improved.
"The current generation (of kerosene heaters) ... are up to standard and the standards are good," Overby said,,"It's not so much the
way the devices are manufactured as the way people use them."
Before you select a heater, make sure it meets standards set by one
of the national testing organizations like Underwriters Laboratory.
There are several basic rules for the safe use of kerosene heaters:
—Use the proper fuel. "Don't do dumb things like using gasoline as
a substitute," said Overby. Stan Worth, a housing technology
specialist for the Cornell University Extension Service, said consumers should look for fresh, water-clear high-quality kerosene identified as ASTM 1-K; do not use kerosene intended for other purposes
like diesel engines.
—Refuel the heater properly. Follow the manufacturer's instructions carefully. Store your kerosene outside in a previously unused
container; kerosene and other liquids don't mix.
—Make sure you have adequate ventilation.
—Keep heaters — of all kinds — away from things that can catch
fire like furniture or drapes.
Overby has a final word of advice for anyone buying a space
heater: "Buy a smoke detector." The extra few dollars could save
your life.

OUTLANDISH STUDENTS — Pupils at the Freedom Academy, a
private school in Cleveland, donned the masks of movie hero E.T.
The teacher thought it was time that the outworld visitor learned

American history. The masks were provided by the school's
operator, Norbert Dennerll, who also has a group of costume shops.
AP Laserphoto

Destruction massive in California fires
By SCOTT REC1CARD
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Firefighters struggled today to
complete the containment of two
giant wind-fed brush fires that
have ravaged thousands of acres

In tinder-dry Southern Californa, was 80 percent contained with full
burning 85 homes and injuring 147 containment predicted by tonight.
people.
The Orange County fire was
Authorities were looking for ar- reported 90 percent contained and
sonists believed to have set five of 60 percent controlled early today
the 10 fires that blackened 74,800 with full containment and control
acres in five counties over the expected later today. Fires are
weekend and caused an estimated contained when encircled by fire
$36 million in damages.
linCs and controlled when
The worst two fires, in Malibu firefighters can direct their proand in Orange County, were fann- gress.
ed by Santa Ana "devil" winds —
decomposing bodies. Authorities dry seasonal gusts blowing off the
By ELISSA McCRARY
negotiated with police, shouted in
did not say how the woman or the deserts toward the Pacific Ocean.
Associated Press Writer
Spanish or fired shots. But early
No one was killed by the fires
9-month-old baby had died.
RALEIGH, N.C.(AP) — A Col- today he washed, dressed in new
BEIRUT, Lebanon(AP) —GunThe standoff began Friday mor- and most of the injuries were fights erupted between Moslems
ombian gunman who held an Am- blue jeans and a maroon satin
ning when shots rang out in the minor, with victims suffering and Christians in a mountain
trak sleeping car for three days shirt, threw the .45-caliber fully
compartment of the Amtrak smoke inhalation or irritated village east of Beirut, and rightist
handed a 3/
1
2-year-old girl out a
automatic machine gun out the
window today, then threw down a
car's window and walked out the Silver Star en route from Miami to eyes.
Christian militiamen helped
But winds gusting up to 60 mph
New York. Authorities evacuated
machine gun and surrendered, back door.
Lebanese troops seize leftists in
leaving behind the bodies of his
He was . led in handcuffs, his passengers from the train as it killed 14-year-old Ellen Wright of the capital's western Moslem secentered the Raleigh station and Baldwin Patk, knocking a tree on- tor.
sister and her infant son.
head bowed, to. a waiting police
isoisted
the car contatnfirr -the- ta.hetteeillekosility as shespkin----ill—Mtusalem, Prime Minister
car
at
a
botitSA8-alrt.
The wOrnin
beeti
gunman
and two surrounding Holcomb Canyon, about 35 miles Menachem Begin's Cabinet outlinThe
gunman
had
identified
Friday and the baby probably
northeast of Los Angeles, sheriff's ed its proposal
cars.
himself
as
Mario
Rodriguez,
but
for withdrawal of
died early today, police said. An
Deputy Dave Tellez said.
About
50
police
officers,
inpolice today identified the 29-yearIsraeli, Syrian and Palestinian
FBI agent convinced the gunman
Gov. Edmund Brown Jr.
old man as Evangelista Navas cluding sharpshooters, had sealed
forces from Lebanon. Israel's
to give up the little girl at about 1
declared
a state of emergency in Defense
off
the
area
around
the car.
Villabona of Bucaramanga, ColMinister Ariel Sharon dea.m., and a man the gunman had
Los
Angeles,
Ventura
and Orange nounced the United
The woman was identified as
ombia.
States, accusdescribed as his godfather spoke
He was charged with two counts Isabel Ramirez, the gunman's counties, allowing state officials ing the Reagan administration of
to the hostage-taker hours later
to
seek
federal aid for uninsured
of first degree murder and one sister, and the dead infant as her
blocking an Israeli-Lebanese
through a bullhorn and talked him
homeowners, who would be eligison,
John,
police
said.
count
of
kidnapping
the
girl.
He
peace treaty.
into giving up, officials said.
The man the gunman called his ble for low-interest loans or grants
was taken to Central Prison to
Israel said one of its soldiers
The girl was taken to a hospital
await arraignment rather than be- godfather was located in New up to 85,000.
was wounded in the cross-fire SunThe largest fire, charring 54,000
to be examined and given fluids.
ing held at the police station York by the FBI and was flown to
day between Christian militiamen
acres and causing $20 million
Police were trying to determine
because police said they had Raleigh early today.
and Lebanese Druze Moslem lefwhat sparked the siege.
Police Chief Fred Heineman damage in Dayton Canyon, 35 tists in the mountain town of Aley,
received telephone threats
For days, the wiry gunman had
said the gunman wanted to sur- miles northwest of Los Angeles, 10 miles east of the Lebanese
against him.
crouched naked or nearly naked in
Officers wearing surgical render earlier, be was afraid of
capital. There were no accounts of
the car while he alternately
masks examined the car and the police.
casualties among the combatants.
It was not known what triggered
Sunday's gunbattles at Aley,
which local officials called the
worst outbreak of ChristianA tobacco barn and its contents Moslem fighting since Israel's
owned by Dave Watson were June 6 invasion of Lebanon to rout
destroyed by fire Saturday morn- Palestinian guerrillas.
Tensions have been rising near
ing.
According to Paul Lyles of the the resort town for the past week
Calloway County Fire-Rescue with Christians and their tradiSquad, Watson was firing 1-2 tional Druze enemies engaging in
acres of dark tobacco in the barn, sporadic skirmishes.
Maurice IChawwam, military
located on Spring Creek Road off
Penny-Airport Road, when he prosecutor of Aley, said at least 20
fighters from both sides have been
noticed the structure was on fire.
HOMECOMING IS THE SEASON FOR THE BEST
Watson suffered minor burns kidnapped at roadblocks.
OF EVERYTHING AND OUR NAME STANDS
In the capital, a coalition of
and as able to remove a truck
rightist militias called the
from the barn.
FOR THE BEST...IN QUALITY, FIT AND VALUE.
Lebanese Forces Sunday joined
Before the rescue squad could
COME BY THROUGH OCT. 16 FOR THESE
arrive, the structure was engulfed Christian-led Lebanese governGREAT BUYS.
with flames. Eight men and two ment troops in rounding up leftists
in Moslem west Beirut, police
trucks responded to the call.
No other injuries or damages
were reported.

Gunman surrenders from train

In Dayton Canyon, 24 houses
and 41 mobile homes burned,
along with the wilderness location
where the "M-A-S-H" television
series has been filmed, said Los
Angeles County fire spokesmen.
Initially firefighters had
estimated 122 homes burned in the
two biggest fires, but that was
revised downward today.

Fighting continues in Lebanon

Tobacco barn
destroyed here

HOMECOMING
FALL KICKOFF SALE

Blazers
Sport Coats
Suits
Slacks
Shirts
Sweaters
Jackets
Jeans
Shoes

.

30% OFF
30% OFF
20% OFF
20% OFF
20% OFF
20% OFF
20% OFF
20% OFF
- 20% OFF

GRAHAM It JACKSON
For The Particular Man
DOWNTOWN MURRAY

v

sources said.
The sources, who asked not to be
identified for security reasons,
said the Lebanese Forces' intelligence agency was working
closely with the "Deuxieme
Bureau," or Second Offiee, the
government intelligence branch.
They Said the rightist organization was supplying the Lebanese
army with the names of leftist
Moslem militiamen and Palestinian guerrillas in the capital's
western sector.
In addition, the sources said, the
militiamen have been aiding the
army in its search for hidden
weapons and ammunition left
behind by the estimated 8,000
Palestine Liberation Organization
guerrillas who evacuated west
Beirut following Israel's siege this
summer.

Lost ring suit
settlement cited
A settlement of 210,035 was
awarded to Carolyn Bradshaw
last week in Calloway Circuit
Court, following an incident that
occurred Sept. 1, 1980, when a /
1
2to
/
3
4 carat emerald-cut diamond
wedding ring was said to have
been lost.
According to the suit filed,
Bradshaw entered Furches
Jewelry Store, Murray, for
repairs to a lose stone in the ring.
The clerk stated it would have to
be sent to Atlanta for repairs, the
suit continued. Bradshaw left the
ring with the jeweler and never
saw it again.
The decision was not
unanimous, with only 10 voting in
favor of the settlement.

FOP conducts sale
for area projects
The Murray chapter of the
Fraternal Order of Police is conducting its annual garbage bag
sale.
The 30-gallon trash bags come
In boxes of 100 for $20 and can be
purchased from any FOP
members.
Proceeds will go toward community projects of the organization.
Persons unable to contact FOP
members can place orders by calling 759-4138.

Parks board to meet
in Courthouse annex
The Murray-Calloway County
Parks Board will meet at 6 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 21, in the Miller
Courthouse Annex.
Items on the agenda include a
guidelines report on "Christmas
In the Park" and a report from the
nominating committee.

GRADUATES MODELING SCHOOL — Miss Rosa Hudspeth,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Hudspeth, has received her diploma
from the Barbizon School of Modeling and Acting in Nashville. Miss
Hudspeth's outfits for the fashion show graduation were sponsored
by Littleton's in Murray.

perspective
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A free press is a cornerstone of our democracy. In
the First Amendment to the Constitution, our Founding Fathers affirmed their belief that competing
ideas are fundamental to freedom. We Americans
cherish our freedom of expression and our access to
multiple sources of news and information.
But, as we know, there are other nations where
the free flow of news is thwarted by governments
fearful of letting people know the truth. In those
countries, where censorship is a means of containing thought and action, newspapers are controlled
by the government, and it follows that all human
freedoms are limited.
The theme of this 1982 observance of National
Newspaper Week, "A Free Press — Your Key to
Freedom," reflects a basic tenet of American life.
A free press is, indeed, our key to freedom.
During National Newspaper Week, I join with my
fellow Americans in celebrating our free press and
paying tribute to the responsible men and women of
the newspaper industry whose dedication and commitment to independent and truthful news reporting and analysis are the foundation of our continued progress as a nation.

Murray Ledger lk runes

capitol conversation

by sy felinity

Congressional candidates overshadowed figures
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — While
much of the state's attention is focused on potential gubernatorial candidates for 1963, the Kentucky congressional races are less than one
month away.
The lineup now is 4 to 3 Democratic
and there are at least three spirited
contests.
In the 3rd District of Louisville,
Republican Carl Brown is trying to
unseat veteran Democrat incumbent
Ron Mazzoli.
In the 4th District running east
along the Ohio River and extending
to northern Kentucky, state Rep.
Terry Mann,a Newport Democrat, is
attempting to upset another veteran
congressman, Republican Gene
Snyder of Jeffersontown.
And in the 6th District comprising
much of the bluegrass, Don Mills
hopes to return the area to its traditional Democratic status by toppling
Republican Larry Hopkins, who
seeks a third term. Both candidates
are from Lexington, the populous
area.
However, in the 1st of far western
Kentucky, Democrat Carroll Hubbard has no opposition.
In the 2nd of Western Kentucky,
Republican Mark Watson, an
Elizabethtown attorney, is challeng-

ing veteran Democratic incumbent
William Natcher of Bowling Green.
who easily survived an unusual
cluster of opposition in last May's
primary.
In the 5th, which includes much at
southeastern Kentucky, Democrat
Doye Davenport, a Greensburg
farmer, is running against
Republican incumbent Hal Rogers of
S(rrset.
And in the 7th of eastern Kentucky,
Republican Tom Hamby, publisher
of a weekly newspaper at Flernitigsburg, is tackling Democrat Carl
Perldne of Hindinen,damn of the Kentuck
*coagreselonal delegation.
Incumbent congressmen are hard
to defeat unless they have committed
a grievous political mistake.
In part, this is because they usually
have the funding and, by virtue of office, fringe benefits of wide publicity
at little or no expense.
The challengers have to get their
money the hard way.Such appears to
be a major hurdle for Mann and
Mills.
Nonetheless, Mann, an educator,
has been waging a lively campaign
that appears aimed at showing that
Snyder is involved too much with
private dealings in real estate and

coal sales.
The combative Snyder has tried to
deflate Mann by referring to mention
of Mann in a special federal grand
)ury report on an alleged fee-splitUng
scheme involving state insurance
contracts
As a sample of the continuing
rhetoric, there is Snyders remark
that Mann "is an embarrassment to
the people he represents" and
Mann's comment that some of
Snyder's statements are "inaccurate,false and name-calling."
One trend that seems to favor
Mann is the 4th District's population
shift toward northern Kentucky instead of Jefferson County.
In the 6th, the name-calling has
been much milder, but the race is
warming up.
Mills is trying to reap benefits from
the addition of several Democratic
counties to the 6th, but the Lexington
area is the key to the outcome and
Hopkins has done well there in
previous elections
The GOP incumbent also seems to
have been careful not to appear
slavishly devoted to President
Reagan's fiscal policies, and has professed to fight hard for tobacco
farmers.
Mills has criticized Hopkins sharp-

Incident investigated
"To investigate, to get to the bottom, yes" said
Israeli Defense Minister Ariel Sharon. "But to present this subject as the central issue of our lives, no.
It is not the slaughter in the refugee camps that
troubles the world. The world is busy slaughtering
the moral character of Israel. Yes, there is
character assassination. Can't we stand together to
prevent this? Did we decide to commit suicide as a
nation? Can't we stop this brotherly hatred?"
The manifestation of "brotherly hatred" highest
in his mind was the pressure successfully put on
Prime Minister Menachem Begin's Cabinet, in
which Sharon serves, to establish a full-fledged
judicial inquiry into the massacres in west Beirut.
Where did it come frOm? Certainly from Arhericans
and other non-Israelis, including Arabs. The significant, telling pressure, however, was from Israelis
— aggressive journalists, members of the political
opposition to Begin's government and masses of
others, including almost 10 percent of the nation's
population who rallied in protest in Tel Aviv recently.
So, on that face of it, the Cabinet order for an inquiry was heartening confirmation that Israel is a
functioning democracy, and one in which —
dramatically in this case — neither the slaughter of
Palestinians nor the Begin government's unconvincing insistence that is bore no responsibility is acceptable. The government adamantly did not want
the inquiry. It had to accept it.
With the authroity to subpoena military and
civilian witnesses, including Cabinet officers, and
to take testimony under oath, the inquiry panel will
have strong tools and heavy responsiblity to make a
full, detailed record of the dreadful events and their
causes. There is ground for concern in the declaration by the Cabinet secretary that the jurisdiction of
the inquiry panel does not include the decision to
send Israeli troops into west Beirut after the
assasination of Lebanese President Bashir
Gemayel.
Israeli press reports have suggested strongly that
the Israeli decision to send Phalang,i.st and possibly
other homicidally hostile militia personnel into the
Palestinian camps was made not to clear out
Palestine Liberation Organization terrorists but to
create a hysterical panic among Palestinians
generally, in order to drive them from Lebanon. If
the inquiry is to be credible, there can be no restrictions of the depths and lengths to which it is allowed
to go in pursuing the dynamics and decisions which
led to the massacres.
That, contrary to Sharon's belligerent posturing,
is what is most deeply needed by the state of Israel
in the aftermath of the most trying test of its
humaneness and moral commitment in its history.
In the world, now as through history, there are people and forces that bear murderous ill will toward
Jews and the Jewish state. To fail to bring the full
force of reason and firm justice to fix the responsibility for the massacres of Sabra and Shatilia
would serve their ends, above all others. That cannot be allowed to occur.
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Ronald Reagan bows to no one
WASHINGTON ( AP) — In the uses
of righteous wrath, Ronald Reagan
bows to no one. It has helped him win
elections, reprimand a balky Congress and, now, silence a heckling
conservative Republican.
Mishandled, public anger can be
hazardous to political health. A hairtrigger temper was one of the raps
against Sen. Edmund S. Muskie when
he sought and lost the 1972
Democratic presidential nomination.
President Reagan's anger is
displayed sparingly, which makes it
more effective when it shows.
Strong language doesn't serve the
politician's purpose. In his presidential campaign, Sen. George
McGovern once, with good cause, insulted a harassing woman — but in
language not fit for broadcast.
Facing down youthful
demonstrators in Binghampton,
N.Y., in 1976, then-Vice President
Nelson A. Rockefeller gave them the
gesture they were giving him, and
created a controversy about his demeanor rather than theirs. When
Richard M. Nixon was president, he
used to get angry a lot. The White
House transcripts are full of his rage.
The political adage is that you
don't-get mad, you get even. Reagan
has mastered the art of doing both at
once.
On Wednesday, a hard-line conservative Republican heckled him in a
White House speech to GOP candidates. Reagan has problems with
New Right Republicans, who say he's
not conservative enough. Gary R. Arnold of Santa Cruz, Calif., broke into
the speech to argue that.
"We have a Tylenol taxation situation here, and we have a Reaganmortis setting into the nation's body
politic," Arnold said.
Reagan said Arnold hadn't uttered
a truthful word, then set about defending his t4ix and foreign policies. Ar-

nold kept interrupting. Reagan said
he had thought the candidates were
supposed to be Republicans. Arnold
kept interrupting.
Finally, flushed with anger, he told
Arnold: "Shut up." Hardly a new
line, but punchy, coming from a conservative Republican president to a
very conservative Republican congressional candidate.
On the eve of his election to the
White House, Reagan ran into
hecklers at a campaign rally in San
Diego, ignored them for a while, and
then said, "Aw, shut up." His crowd
cheered.
Then there was the night in
Nashua, N.H., when Reagan debated
George Bush, then his rival, now his

vice president, three days before the
opening presidential primary election of 1980. Four other Republican
candidates wanted to join the debate,
and Reagan thought they should. But
the Nashua Telegraph, which arranged the debate, set the format,
and it was to be Reagan versus Bush.
The Reagan campaign paid the
bills for the debate, but the paper set
the ground rules. When Reagan protested the format, Jon Breen, editor
of the paper and debate moderator,
told technicians to cut his mike.
"I am paying for this microphone,
Mr. Green," Reagan said arigrUy. "I
am paying for this debate." Bush sat
silent. Reagan won the debate before
It began,and he won the Drimarv

today in history
Today is Monday,Oct. 11, the 284th
day of 1962. There are 81 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Oct. 11, 1779, Polish nobleman
Casimir Pulaski was killed while
fighting for American independence
at the battle of Savannah in Georgia.
On this date:
—In 1932, the Democratic National
Committee sponsored a television
program from New York — the first
political telecast in the United States.
—In 1967, Bolivian officials said the
body of slain Cuban guerrilla leader
Che Guevara had been buried in a
secret grave.
—In 1979, Cuban President Fidel
Castro visited New York for the first
time in 19 years, delivering a speech
to the United Nations General
Assembly.
Ten years ago: The United States
placed restrictions on its pilots carrying out attacks in the Hanoi area
after three foreign missions in North
Vietnam were damaged.

Five years ago: Israel's Cabinet
approves agreement by Foreign
Minister Moshe Dayan and U.S.
President Jimmy Carter on procedures for new Middle East peace
conference.
One year ago: Former presidents
Carter and Gerald Ford, en route
home from the funeral of Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat, said the
United States eventually must
negotiate with the Palestine Liberation Orgaztlon.
Write a Letter,. Letters to the
editor are welcomed and encouraged All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be publishAddress correspondence to
Editor. The Murray Ledger &
Times. Box MO. Murray, Ky.
12e71.

ly for refusing to debate him and the
Republican has responded he won t
fall into the trap of bring weed as a
punching bag for 'Mills negative
ClUnPaien objectless "
In the 3rd. It's Republican Brown
who wants to debate Democrat Mat.
:oh on certain tames Manioi has
responded that the issues are phony
Incumbents usually turn down
debate challenges on the theory they
idasuld not create audiences for
lesser-lmown challengers
Mandl has predicted national
Republicans will pitch in for his opponent, who will be '•wavirog the
Reagan banner '•
Brown seems to be trying to put
together a coalition of suburban
Republicans and Louisville blacks
who were among Mazzolt's staunchest supporters when Matioli's
voting record was regarded as
Liberal

looking back
Ten years ago
Murray Operation of Tappan
has begun construction of a water
quality control facility to remove
chemicals and solids from water used in its manufacturing processes
before it is directed into two streams
east of the city.
Deaths reported include Mrs Blanche Simpson, 93, and Mrs Jan Collie
Donnell. 36.
George H. Ligon. a member of the
Murray Lions Club since April 1964
and chairman of Lions Information
Committee, spoke at meeting of the
local club.
Births reported Include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Joe Harzell,
Sept. 23, a boy to Mr. and Mrs Buddy
Windsor, Oct. 6, a boy to Mr and
Mrs. Richard Weisenberger, Oct 7,
and twins, boy and girl, to Mr and
Mrs. Floyd Renfro',Oct.
Dionne Warwick will present a concert at Murray State University on
Oct. 21.
Twenty years ago
Formal ground breaking ceremony
for the new Murray-Calloway County
Hospital was Oct. 9 at 130 p.m. with
Bernard C. Harvey, hospital administrator, opening the program.
"The Adolescent and His Needs"
will be topic of Mental Health
Workshop tonight by Calloway County High School PTA and Mental
Health Association. Wallace Haggett,
psychiatric social worker with
Paducah-McCracken County Mental
Health Center, will be speaker
Dr. Will Frank Steely spoke about
"Principles of Democratic Party" at
meeting of Calloway County
Women's Democractic Club on Oct.
9. He was introduced by Lillian Tate.
Richard Workman will direct the
Punt, Pass and Kick Program, according to James Parker of Parker
Motors.
Mrs. A.H. Newport presented a
program about "United Nations
Family" at meeting of WSCSof
Hazel Methodist Church.
Thirty years ago
Dr. C.C. Lowry and Dr Kenneth G
Ross, Murray surgeons, have been
certified as "diplomats" of the
American Board of Surgery
The First District Education
Association met yesterday at Murray
State College with W.Z. Carter, Murray, president, presiding.
A movie of the wooden press
manufactured by J.M. Thomas of
Hazel will be shown at Varsity
Theatre on Oct. 12 and 13, according
to Frank Lancaster, manager.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jones, Oct. 2, a
boy to Mr and Mrs. Dan Waldrop.
Oct. 3, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
George Lee Turner. Oct. 3
Margaret Campbell, critic teacher
of history at Murray Training School,
presented a program about "The
Political Front" at meeting of Delta
Department of Murray Woman's
Club at club house.
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community events listed

Tuesday,Oct. 12
Monday,Oct. 11
Tuesday,Oct. 12
Returning Students
Hattie Lee Galloway
Singles Class will meet
WMU Group of Westside United will meet at 11:30 at 7 p.m. at Seventh and
Baptist Church will meet a.m. in Ordway Hall, Poplar Church of Christ.
Murray State University.
at 7 p.m. at church.
Bethel Baptist Bible
Colts
4-H
Murray Star Chapter Study will be at 6 p.m. at
Horse Club will meet at 7
No. 433 Order of the home of David Cunnp.m. at Extension Office.
Eastern Star will have a ingham.
Recovery, Inc., will potluck supper at 6:30
Cordelia Erwin Circle
meet at 7:30 p.m. at p.m. followed by installaSouth Pleasant Grove
of
of
7:30
tion
at
officers
Health Center, North
United
Methodist Church
at
p.m.
hall.
lodge
Seventh and Olive
Women is scheduled to
Streets.
West Fork Baptist meet at 7 p.m. at church.
Sigma Department of Church WMS will meet at
Senior citizens acMurray Woman's Club' 7 p.m. at church.
tivities will be at 9:30
will have an open
Kappa Department of a.m. at Dexter, from 10
meeting at 7:30 p.m. at
club house. Executive Murray Woman's Club a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
Board, Finance and Pro- will have an open and Douglas Centers and
ject Committees will meeting at 7:30 p.m. at from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
Ellis Center.
club house.
meet at6 p.m.
Organization meeting
of Western Kentucky
Association for History
and Social Studies
Teachers will be from
4:30 to 7 p.m. at University Center, Murray State
University.
Tuesday,Oct. 12
BYW Group of
Westside Baptist Church
will meet in the home of
Carolyn Carroll at 7 p.m.

Retirees of Local 1068
UAW-AFL-CIO will leave
by bus at 8:30 a.m. at old
Tappan lot at Second and
Main Streets to go to Kentucky Dam Village for
picnic.
Homemakers Clubs
will meet as follows: Coldwater with Elizabeth
Haneline, Paris Road
with Faustene Walker
and New Providence with
Sylvia Puckett at 1 p.m.,
Countryside with Carolyn
Enoch at 10 a.m. and
Suburban with Jo Hancock at 7 p.m.

Events in Land Between the Lakes will include LBI, NAtural
Resources — Past and
Present from 9:30 to 11
a.m. and noon to 1:30
Murray TOPS (take off
p.m. at Woodlands pounds sensibly) Club
.Nature Center.
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Health Center.
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Alcoholics Anonymous
is scheduled to meet at 8
p.m. at western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Center.

Circles of First United
Methodist Church
Women will meet as
follows: Alice Waters and
Bessie Tucker at church
and Maryleona Frost
with Hontas Houston, all
at 9:30 a.m., and Faith
Doran at church at 2 p.m.
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753-0020
PROTESTANTISM
In 1685 King Louis XIV
revoked the Edict of
Nantes, which had been
in force for 91 years, and
ended the partial toleration of Protestantism in
France.
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The New Providence
Homemakers Club will
meet Tuesday, Oct. 12, at
1 p.m. at the home of
Sylvia Puckett.
Fonda Grogan, president, urges all members
to attend.
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Leonard-Roberts vows solemnized
Miss Judith Melinda
Leonard of Coker, Ala.,
and Stephen Alan
Roberts of Birmingham,
Ala., were married Saturday, Aug. 28, at 7:30 p.m.
at the Coker Cumberland
Presbyterian Church,
Coker, Ala.
The Rev. Jo Wescott of
Sharon, Tenn., officiated.
Music was by Ms. Marsha Perdue, pianist, and
Rob Colburn,soloist.
Candle lighters were
Clifton Bishop and Robby
Leonard.
The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Gary Leonard of
Coker, Ala.
The groom is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. J. Wendell
Roberts of Marion. His
maternal grandparents
were the late Mr. and
Mrs. Floyd Taylor of
Lynn Grove.
The bride
The bride was escorted
to the altar by her father
and given in marriage by
her parents.
She wore a formal
gown of white sheer
organza and chantilly
lace over bridal taffeta.
The bodice featured a
sheer yoke in back and
front with appliques of
chantilly lace and
bordered with deep ruffles of chantilly lace forming the cap sleeves.
The full skirt fell from a
fitted empire waistline of
sheer organza appliqued
with lace extended into a
flounced hem which extended on to form a
chapel length train.
She wore a single
strand of pearls.
Her hat featured a silk
flower on the side with
turned up brim and attached veil of bridal illusion. It bore matching
lace and pearl trim.
She carried a formal
cascade of white
phalenopsis orehids,
dubonee roses, fuschia
sweetheart roses, lily of
the valley and English
ivy.
Miss Donna Leonard,
Coker, sister of the bride,
was maid of honor and
Mrs. Melanie Jackson of
Northport, Ala., was
matron of honor.
Bridesmaids were Ms.
Nancy Leonard of Northport, Ms. Melanie
Jones of Birmingham and
Ms. Joni Winters of
Lawrenceburg,Tenn.
Junior bridesmaids
were Miss Janice
Leonard, sister of the
bride, Coker, and Miss

Am

Mrs. Stephen Alan Roberts
Shannon Roberts, sister
of the groom, Marion.
The flower girl was
Amberly Vance, cousin of
the groom,of Murray.
The attendants wore
off-the-shoulder floor
length dresses of mauve
mist sophisticated satin.
The bodices featured an
off-the-shoulder ruffle of
burgundy chantilly lace.
The waistlines were accented with burgundy
satin ribbon. The full
skirts fell to a flounced
ruffle.
They wore baby's
breath in their hair and
carried old fashioned lace
parasols filled with
minuet roses, burgundy
and rose fuschia and dusty blue bell blossoms and
boston fern.
The junior bridesmaids
were dressed in floor
length calico prints of
mauve, burgundy and
blue styled with ruffles.
The fitted bodices contained scoop neckline and
ruffles of self fabric,
elbow length sleeves with
ruffles, a gathered skirt
with flounced bottom, accented at the waist by

wide double faced
burgundy satin ribbon
tied in a bow at the back
with streamers.
They carried oxblood
Bibles with burgundy and
blue porcelain bisque accented with mauve and
rose fuschia and boxwood
foliage.
The flower girl was attired similarly in a dress
from the same print with
slightly raised waistline
and the gathered skirt being ballerina length. She
wore pink leather ballet
flats and carried a
natural wicker basket of
petals and blue ribbon
streamers and flowers.
The groom
Stan Reeves of Birmingham served the groom
as best man.
Groomsmen were Robby Leonard, brother of
the bride, Northport, Clifton Bishop, Monterey,
Tenn., Ernest Koshem,
Birmingham, and Steve
Fowler, Northport.
The ring bearer was
Rob Leonard, nephew of
the bride, Northport.
Reception
A reception followed
the ceremony at the

reception hall of the
church.
Following a wedding
trip to Bermuda, the new
Mr. and Mrs. Roberts will
reside in Birmingham.
Guests attending from
this area were Mr. and
Mrs. Coffield Vance and
daughter, Cindy, Mrs.
Rhonda Derington and
daughter, Donielle, Mr.
and Mrs. William Vance
and children, Kimberly,
Arnberly and Emily, Mr.
and Mrs. Gerald Cooper
and Mrs. Kim Oakley.
Rehearsal dinner
A rehearsal dinner was
hosted by the groom's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J.
Wendell Roberts of
Marion.
Bridal events
Events given in honor
of the couple include a
party at Sanford University School of Pharmacy
with friends, faculty and
staff attending; a recipe
and spice shower; luncheon and lingerie
shower; two
miscellaneous teas; rice
bag party; a reception at
Marion; a bridesmaids
luncheon.

New Providence Homemakers Club will meet at Puckett home
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Homemakers Clubs
will meet as follows:
Pacers with Jean Smith,
818 North 19th St., at 9:30
a.m.; Pottertoyni at Colonial House Smorgasbord
at 10 a.m.; New Concord
at Sirloin Stockade at 11
a.m.; South Pleasant
Grove with Freda Humphreys at 1:30 p.m.; Harris Grove at Ellis Center.

Ladies day luncheon
will be served at noon at
Murray Country Club
with Vickie Baker and
Janice Howe in charge.
Bridge with Cathryn Garrott as hostess will be at
9:30 a.m.

DIET
'
CENTER.

CHERI 3

Meeting of CaLloway
County Interagency Conference has been changed
to Oct. 20.

Murray-Calloway
County Ministerial
Association will meet at
8:30 a.m. at cafeteria of
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

NO CONTRACTS
NATURAL FOODS
NO SHOTS
NO DRUGS

YOU CAN
DO IT TOOI

contrail contour 753-3314

Douglas Center will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. for activities by
senior citizens.

Make Today Count will
meet at 1:30 p.m. in third
floor classroom of
Groups of First Chris- Murray-Calloway County
tian CWF will meet as Hospital.
follows: I at 10 a.m. in
home of Mrs. Walt ApperMurray Bass Club is
son with program by Mrs. scheduled to met at
Dorothy Noris; II in Sirloin Stockade at 7:30
home of Mrs. O.B. Boone p.m.
with program by Mrs.
David Roos.
Circles of First United
Mothers Morning Out Methodist Church
will be at 9 a.m. at First Women will meet as
United Methodist Church. follows: Hannah with
Barbara Shores, Ruth
Groups of First Baptist Wilson with Rebecca
Church Women will meet West and Wesleyan with
as follows: I with Mrs. Marjorie Crass, all at
Nelle Hendon at 9 a.m. 7:30p.m.
and II with Mrs. Rubena
Dawes at 2 p.m.
Men's Prayer
Breakfast of First United
Methodist Church will
meet at 7 a.m.

6 Weeks Til Thanksgivin
' 1
Start now...
I
Men can lose 35-40 lb.
Women can lose 17-25 lb.

A UNIvERSAL
toCTURE
s

Wednesday,Oct. 13
Free blood pressure
testa will be given for
Senior Citizens at Hazel
Community Center from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
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Hobbs Discount Shoe
1303 Chestnut
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Name Brand Shoes
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at discount prices
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Mrs. Grogan was
hokess for the September
meeting with Kathy Bass
giving the devotion on
"The Sky Is Falling."
Peggy Taylor, secretarytreasurer, gave reports.
Gail Herndon
presented the lesson on
"Small Claims Court."
The minor lessons were
given by Becky Dixon on
"Tips For Better Shopping" and by Beth Falwell
on "Handling Everyday
Tensions.".
The recreational activities were directed by
Dorothy Cook. Crafts
were shown by several
members.
Refreshments were
served to 12 members, 13

EVERY TUESDAY
IS

TACO TUESDAY
2 CRISPY TACOS
For

99c

Offer Good All Day — No Coupons—No Undt

At All Area

TACO JOHNS
NOW OPEN IN MURRAY-641 N.—ACROSS FROM STADIUM
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children and one guest, Opal Shoemaker, Patsy
Pittman and Dorval HenJane Blankenship.
don. Children present
Others present, not
previously mentioned, were Andrew and Jacob
were Iva Mae Allbritten, Falwell, Grant Pittman,

Erin and Seth Grogan,
Melissa, Tammy and
David Dixon, Dana and
Brian Blankenship, and
Greg, Chip and John
Taylor.

Lessons given at Paris Road meeting
Faustene Walker,
president of Paris Road
Homemakers Club,
presented a lesson about
"Legal Rights In Court
System Concerning Small
Claims" at September
meeting at home of Della
Taylor.
"Fall Fashions and
Fabrics" were discussed
by Mattie Lee Buster.
Amy Wilson directed the
recreation and Lucille
Grogan gave the devotion.
Reports were given by
Sally Henson, secretarytreasurer. Refreshments
were served by Mrs.
Taylor.
Other members present were Louise Dunn,
Topsy Brandon, Robbie
Blalock, Alice Steely,
Charlene Curd, Margaret
Roach, Mary Alice Gee,
Lydia Sue Collins. Lucille

Homecoming Celebration

20 10

Hart and Barbara White. Dolly Kiser, Virginia
Visitors were Eva Farris, Duke and Miranda White.

Homemakers will meet
The New Concord
Homemakers Club will
meet Wednesday, Oct. 13,
at 11 a.m. at Sirloin
Stockade. Members are
asked to please note the
change in place of the
meeting.
Mrs. Curtice Cook,
president, presided and
presented the major
lesson on "Fall
Fashions" at the
September meeting at the
home of Mrs. John
Livesay, Sycamore
Street.
"Labeling Tips On Better Shopping" was

presented by Mrs. Rainey
Lovins who also
distributed literature on
"Entertaining On A
Budget."
Mrs. Ray Manley gave
the devotion. Mrs.
Timothy Graves gave a
membership report and
also read the landscape
notes.
The club voted to send a
gift to Western State
Hospital for the
Christmas holiday.
Refreshments were
served by Mrs. Livesay,
assisted by Mrs. Lovins,
to 14 members present.
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Local club hears lesson
"Legal Rights In Court on upcoming events
System" was the lemon
Mrs. Westerman, preapresented by Dinah
presided.
dent,
Westerman at September
meeting of Countryside
A picnic lunch was
Homemakers Club at served'. Also present were
Murray-Calloway County Carolyn'Enoch, Maxim
Park.
Walston,Sue Hall, Wanda
Annie Fuson gave the Barrett and Patricia
devotion. Wanda Henry, Ward, members, and
secretary, gave reports Um Smith,guest
amismemeammimmmimmi

Your Individual
Horoscope

Shockley-Deitz wedding vows said at Christian Church
In an afternoon
ceremony at the
Grapevine Christian
Church of Madisonville,
on Saturdny An& Ill, Miss
Cathey Rocks= Sboddey
became the bride of
Willis Jay Deitz.
The bride is the
daughter of Mrs. Linda

dotebook
Pop clinic

Wednesday

A Pap Smear Clinic for women will be Wednesday, Oct. 13, at 1 p.m. at the Calloway County
Health Center, located at North Seventh and Olive
Streets. This is free and open to the public. For an
appointment call 753-3381.

Tennis ploy Tuesday

Shockley d
and the groom is Me son
of Mr. and lire Willis
John Delta ef
The d•able ring
ceremony was performed
by Jack Boit. Judy Holt
was pianist for the
ceremony. She accampanied Mr. and Mrs.
Bruce Colman and Ben
Holloway sokiiats.
The altar was centered
with two seven branch
candelabra and palm
trees on each end of the
candelabrum.
The Bride
The bride was escorted
to the altar by her
brother, Charles W.
Shockley, Jr., and given
in marriage by her
mother.
She wore a floor length
gown, fashioned and
created by her mother, of
white satin and a variety
of lace. The gown
featured a high scalloped
neckline and sheer bodice
of rose imprinted lace. It
was accented with a
peplum waistline of the
same lace from the
bodice.
The satin skirt covered
with sheer chiffon ended
with a hemline of chantilly lace which extended to
a chapel train. Her headpiece was a hat of Alencon lace.
She carried a silk bouquet of spider plant,
white lilly-of-the-valley,
and white sweet peas.
The bride created and arranged her own bouquet.
Miss Jennifer Shockley
was her sister's maid of
honor. Bridesmaids were
Misses Lori Deitz, Kristi
Delta and Debbie Deitz,
sisters of the groom.
They were identically
gowned in deep navy blue
satin with a blue lace
yoke and long sleeves,
also designed and created
by Mrs. Linda Shockley.
They carried silk spider
plant with blue orchids.
The Groom
The groom wore a Lord
West Tuxedo consisting
of a whit e dinner jacket
and black pants. His
boutonniere was white
lily-of-the-valley surrounding a white rose.

Group C of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
Frames Drake
will
play Tuesday, Oct. 12, from 11 a.m. to 12:30
FOR TUESDAY,
p.m. at Kenlake Tennis Center. The group will meet
OCTOBER 12,1982
at 10:30 a.m. at Dakota Feed and Grain. Substitutes
What kind of day will tomor- will be Deanna Parker and Debbie Keller.
row be? To find out whet the
The lineup is as follows: Court One - Kathy Kopstirs say, read the forecast perud, Annette
Alexander, Cindy Dunn and Alice
ensfor your birth sign.
Rouse; Court Two - Cecelia Brock, Renee Wynn,
Vickie Holton and Cathy Mattis.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) er414
A revised point of view in
love could lead to reconciliaLadies day luncheon will be served at noon
tion. A child is more mature in Wednesday, Oct. 13, at Murray Country Club.
attitude. Leisure activities are Reservations should be made by today with Vickie
fun.
Baker or Janice Howe. Bridge will be played at 9:30
TAURUS
a.m.
Cathryn Garrott as hostess.
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Other
luncheon hostesses will be Becky Wilson,
You may choose to take
work home from the office or Sheila Grogan, Sandy Brannon, Marilyn Miller,
are asked to work overtime. A Janie Ryan, Vicki Miller, Beverly Nance, Barbara
fob well done brings a sense of Brandon, Judy Latimer, Aurelia Batts, Leisa
Faughn, Cathy Young, Jennifer Hewlett and Leta
fulfillment.
Rushing.
GEMINI
May 21 to June 20)
You're determined to make
full use of your talents and you
Free blood pressure tests will be given to Senior
put the finishing touches on a
creative project. Romance is Citizens on Wednesday, Oct. 13, at the Hazel Community Center. The center will be open from 10 a.m.
likely.
to 2 p.m. with lunch to be served at noon.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 72) 0
0
A touch of inspiration marks
your job performance today. Judge Roy Vance, a Kentucky Appelate
Judge,
You'll make major decisions will present a
talk on "Constituional Issues In
regarding shopping and
Criminal Justice" at meeting on Wednesday, Oct.
domestic matters.
13, at 11:30 a.m. in Room 403, Business Building,
LEO
Murray State University.
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
You'll impress others The event is sponsored by Criminal Justice Sociefavorably. Arrange for impor- ty, Lambda Alpha Epsilon and John Faughn. The
tant meetings. Write letters, public is invited, a spokesman said.
make phone calls, and
socialize with others.
VIRGO
Henry Bannon, tenor, and Marie Taylor, piano,
(Aug. 23 toSept. 22)
will present a faculty recital on Tuesday, Oct. 12, at
You don't like to leave loose 8 p.m. in Farrell
Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine
ends dangling, so today you'll Arts Building,
Murray
State University.
complete some important
The recital is sponsored by the College of
tasks. Be mum about financial
Creative Expression, MSU. It is open to the public
matters.
at no admission charge.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.=) ./Lrie
—
Some decide to join an in
organization or club. Now's
the time to catch up on social
Marion Fox presented
Louise Short gave the
obligations. Be sure to visit an
a
lesson
devotion
about
"Fabrics"
and also played
old friend.
at September meeting of the piano for group
SCORPIO
the Pottertown singing led by Lurene
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21) rn"
Pulling strings from behind Homemakers at the Col- Cooper.
Bobbie Cook, presided,
the scenes benefits you onial House
presided with reports
careerwise. Be willing to put Smorgasbord.
in extra work to insure the "The Care of Ferns and given by Shirley Werts,
Other House Plants" was secretary-treasurer.
success of a project.
SAGITTARIUS
discussed by Lucy Alder- Mary Elizabeth Moore
sir
118 S. 12th St.
(Nov.22toDec.21) al
dice. Dorothy Simon will be in charge of the
i
Legal affairs work out to directed the recreation.
card ministry.
your benefit. Make appointments with advisers and
SAVE 10%
representatives. Business
on orders
trips are favored.
CAPRICORN
totaling $75
(Dec.22 toJan. 19)
You'll be able to achieve or more from
some major career objectives.
the 1982
You get good news regarding
Wish Book
investments and insurance.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Now through October
You and a loved one may 19, save 10% on ordecide to visit an old familiar ders totaling 575 or
haunt. Sharing duties cements more from the '82
bonds Of affection.
Wish Book — and
PISCES
that's
on top of any
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
You'll receive recognition price cuts in the
on the job and make important catalog which apply!
progress. Inaugurate savings
$ I 25 Law capauty 2-speed
programs and attend to over- CUT
washer 69,6e120741
514.95
INCLUDES I 0% DISCOUNT
due bills.
$75 large capacity electric dryer
In Stock
YOU BORN TODAY are a CUT
Vitete *61801
254.95
good organizer who will do INCLUDES 10% 0150:11.841
CUT $83 "Remote* 111•1111Ch sewing
well in promotion and selling. ,flaclw
11350
152.95
You are creative but must INCLUDES 10% DISCOUNT
overcome a tendency to scat- cur $126 Power Nide IllitUurn with
2 Weeds *2299
21111.911
ter your energies. Self- INCUJDES
10% DISCOLAYT
discipline will enable you to CUT $139 Whole-meal microwave
*99721
5511.95
commercialize your talents. own
INCLUDES 10110ISCOUNT
Law, teaching, advertising, CUT S 160 19 Ott/ It refrigerator1159.95
acting, art and music are freezer %tete *61911
10% DISCOUNF
some of the fields in which INCUJDES
CUT 1154 19-in dawnl measure
picture(doe TV R4237
405.95
you'll find fulfillment.
Standard Colors $999

Club plans luncheon

Free tests Wednesday

Judge Vance will speak

afg

Faculty recital Tuesday

Richard Nygarrd serve d as best mea.
Groomsmen ware Bebby
Delta, Bob Dial and Abu
Villeneuve all of Murray. They were all attired
in Salver Ashley tuxedos
with ascots.
The flower girl was
Miss Sabrina Shockley
who was escorted by
Water Flichie Shockley
and the ringbeiarer was
Master Jason Shockley,
all cousins of the bride
from Rockford,Ill.
The flower girl wore an
identical gown to the
bridesmaids with short
sleeves. She carried a
white wicker basket. The
young gentlemen wore
navy blue suits and white
bell flower boutmeers
The ringbearer carried a
pillow covered in the lace
from the bride's gown.
Mrs. Shockley, mother
of the bride, chose a
street length dress of
navy blue chiffon. Mrs.
Deitz, mother of the
groom, chose a street
length dress of white and
navy blue chiffon.
Ms. Roberta Lee Ford
kept the guest register
and Ms. Thelma Willet
directed the wedding.
Reception
Immediately following
the ceremony a reception
was in the church
fellowship hall.
The bride's table was
covered in navy blue with
a white sheer runner in
the center. It featured a
three tier wedding cake
with four smaller cakes
encircling the center
tiers. It was created and
served by the director of
the reception, Mrs. Barbara Fletcher.
The cake was topped
with a glass blown heart
tinted in navy blue with
glass blown swans sitting
at the base of the heart.
Watermelon baskets filled with a variety of fruit
and hors d'oeuvres were
also served at the reception.
Mrs. Linda Lester and
Ms. Gloria V illanuever of
Murray, and Ms. Angela
Eli and Ms. Gay Young of
Madisonville, assisted in
the serving.

ttertown club meets \

Mr. and Mrs. Willis Jay Deitz

WEIGHT

Learn How To Eat — Not How To Diet
k•• NENINI•••
NbO

Join
WEIGHT WATCHERS
!
in October and get
Kay Morrissey's
New Tried and
True Recipe Book It's FREE
to all members during October

fsionuay

6 • 00 PM

For more information call collect

Three lessons were
presented at September
meeting of Suburban
Homemakers Club at the
home of Lillian Dunn.
Lou McGary discussed
"Small Claims Court:"
Sue Dunn,"How To Take
Care of Ferns;" and Pat
Rogers, "Styles For
Fall."
The devotion was given
by Rachel Hendon.
Also present were Jo
Hancock, Anna Bell
Russell, Wilma Wilson
and Rosanna Miller.

Celebrating over 15 wars in Kentuckiana

The Best Is Getting Better

/53-N35

:••••••:•:•••t•:•::

CGCX

- HOMECOMING SPECIALS

•
•

• Prices are catalog prices • now
In our "E' Catalog • Stepping,
inetadatkin extra • Many
Kammer* models are avallabla
cokes a extra dirge • Kenmore
dryers and IcesiwIters require
connector'not Inducted In price
shown • Mk about Soars
Owlet Plano

t

Each of thew advertised NM.
readily awasaala Oar sale a
aithesrelsed

You can
count on

L

Sears

E

SI ^IFS

ROEaux r *No cc)

Satisfaction Guaranteed
or Your Money Sack

BEL-AIR CENTER
753-2310

Mr. Big

Mr. lig

PAPER
TOWELS

BATH
TISSUE

31411 Mfg
Unit 2 Packages

for

INCLUDES 10% DISC OUNT

Suburban
club meets

(502)426-7800

ia

CARPET
INTERIOR

lot $1.11

$399

$ 1
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111131.•
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$

LASSIC SHIRTS CORDUROY JEANS
4 1 5 Puke

-ALT

11PL

VOL PRO FLAT

:$11
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$699

In S G.
liecksts
Gel. Only

20%
SALEW
Coverings.
Carrico Paint &
Floor Covering

:•1%

DISHWASHINGLadies Acrylic lad
a.
SWEATERS
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sin
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Plastic Trash Bags

ALLPAPER
Selected W.Il

21"
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LATEX

1111 11001

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
1st Presbyterian Church
I 601 Main Street
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LetUS Stirup scene

VINYL

111

YOU'RE THIS CLOSE TO LOSING WEIGHT

WEDDING-PORTRAITS
FILM PROCESSING
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•
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MIGHT SVAIC NIERS .

ARTCRAFT
PHOTOGRAPHY
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WATCHERS'
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OLYMPIC PLAZA, MURRAY
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Monies from Brown's largest fund-raiser in Kentucky history still awaited
ed the "largest fund- MUM wooded to close
ed at an Atigust fund- had been paid off and he erase the debt
But
two
months
after
raiser in the history of the the booksloo yet to be
supporters
thanked
his
of
raiser that the balance
received.
his 1979 campaign debt who he said helped to what the governor deem- Kentucky," most of the
BMWS Mill last Thursday Set needy $209,000
In pledges were still
0116$111114111" Larry Townsend, the Louisville in=Mee executive who
organized the fund-raiser
at Commonwealth Convention Center, said the
figure was closer to
$250,000 but he couldn't
Sale $13 Reg $16. Plain
give an exact amount.
Pockets'" flannel shirt in yarn
"It just drags out. It's
dyed plaids 100% cotton Men's
slower coming • in
been
S,M.L,XL sizes
Sate $20 Reg $25 V-neck
than anyone though,"
Orlon* acrylic sweater has the
Sale $12 Reg. $15 Plain
Townsend said, adding
soft feel of cashmere Men's
Pockets' corduroy jeans in
S,M,L,XL
lots of colors Cotton/poly
that he was not anticipating any problem in
Saki $20 Reg $25 Collared
Sale $13 Reg $16 Dovella•
jacquard pullover in fashion
collecting the remainder.
brushed twill plaid shirt with
colors 100% acrylic Men's
chest pocket S,M,L.XL
Townsend said the
governor's well Salo $20 Reg $24 Action
Sale $20 Reg $25 V-neck
publicized statement that
Master" jeans in poly/cotton
shaker stitch pullover with
stretch denim Choose
the debt had been li-

LOUISVILLE, Ky. given out a few thanks too
(AP) — Gov. John Y. early.
The governor announcBrown Jr. may have

Save $3 to $4 on
Plain Pockets eand
Action Master -jeans.

4-pocket western styling Or
two-pocket casual style

":."":

iiP4'111ato
LE.

140:!.

quidided, which was based as pledges and commitments, may be the
cause for the dwindling
contributions.
"I can't give you any
reason why John said
that" Townsend said.
In an attempt to hurry
things up, Townsend sent
out letters last month to
key people in the fundraising event reminding
them their work was not
completed.
Townsend admitted the
letters, dated Sept. 28,
angered some of the recipients, including state
Energy Secretary
William Sturgill and
Bowling Green attorney
Joe Bill Campbell.
The South American
sloth has no tail or ears.

raglan sleeves. 100% acrylic
Men's S.M.L,XL

THE ACES®

-74

• r. • —
4;
:
$.
ki
41

.

"I can remember way
back when a liberal was one
who was generous with his
own money " — Will
Rogers.

•Jtia

1.71; 1116U 411
:
!"
I
it: ita
/let'
-

BOBBY WOLFF
NORTH
+732
843
*J 832
+875

WEST
4 Q J 109 8
Making today's slam is •82
Q 1074
not a matter of generosity •
.94

elm
noi Apd

10-11-A

EAST
+654
IP 9 75
•9 5
•Q .1 102

to the defense; it's a matter
SOUTH
of being generous at the
4A K
right time.
AKQJ 10
Declarer wins the spade
•A K
lead and considers the probA K 63
lems in the club suit. Should
he run off all his winners, Vulnerable: Both. Dealer:
except one trump in hopes South. The bidding:
that someone will unguard Solna West North East
the club suit?
2"
Pass
2 NT
Pass
If he does, the slam goes 34.
Pass
3411
Pass
Pass
4#
Pass
down. East has nothing of 4*
Pass
5IP
Pass
value outside the club suit 44
Pass
Pass
Pass
and when declarer plays 6,
ace, king and another club,
East will have two winners Opening lead: Spade jack
to set the hand.
It doesn't help for declar- ruff, declarer knows his
er to play only two rounds plan has worked. He ruffs
of trumps and then three his fourth club in dummy
rounds of clubs. East will and the defenders are held
win the third club and lead to only one trick.
his last trump and declarer
Lead with The Aces
will have the same two
losers.
Assuming a normal South holds: 10-11-B
trump break, the slam
#A 6
makes only if the clubs are
J 984
3-3 or if the defender with
*10 9 7 6 2
the third trump also has the
+72
length in clubs. And if the
latter is the case, -declarer
must prevent that defender Eli" South West North
Pass 44
All
'
1
from removing dummy's
pass
last trump.
The winning shot is to
AN SWER.
.C1 u b
seven.
draw only one round of
Aressive action is called
trumps and to give up a club
for. Look for ruffs
trick immediately. East
--wins and returns a trump sew bridge questions to The Aces.
but this is not enough. P.o. Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225,
Declarer plays his two high with self-addressed, stamped envelope
clubs and when West fails to for rePly.

fr**,
Ales. tra

Sale $24 Reg. $32. Girl's zip-off sleeve jacket with vertical
top quilting, elasticized waist and cuffs. Nylon with
polyester fill. Girl's school age sizes 7-14.
Sato $32 Reg. $40. Quitled.cape shoulder Rickel with ••
zip-front, and knit collar and cuffs Poly/cotton Men's
S,M,L,XL sizes

Salo 22.50 Reg $30Nylon taffeta ski Jacket with
contrasting front and back yoke,zipfront, and two zip pockets. School age
boy's sizes. S. M, L, XL.
1R5 Men's poly/cotton chintz jacket with
Sale $48.75 Reg..zip-oft sleeves and chevron quilted body. Men's S,M,L,XE
Sale prices effective through Sunday

With Winter approaching
it's time to seal your
driveway!
Our treatment protects and beautifies asphalt
so avoid trouble by protecting the surface
against grease, gasoline, oil, salt and the
weather
We also give free estimates!
1, •

W S KEN U
ASPHALT
753 8163 COATING & SEALING

bl

304 N
12th

CO.

5 Y511111 INARIMITY

LISTED

Cut Utility Bills
Our Reversible Fans work year-round to save you

money. Using only 90 watts, they naturally cool you in
the summer and dunng the cold winter months, move
that valuable hot air from the ceiling down to the floor.
• Elegant Styling
Wane Weather

• Variable Speed
Cold Weather

Upward Flow
Recycles Trapped Heat

)1 IL
For Cooing Oreese
41/
16.j

iS1

SALE PRICED!
REGISTER FOR A FREE
BENTWOOD ROCKER TO BE
GIVEN AWAY SATURDAY
OCT. 16 AT 4:00 PM

JCPenney
•ray

c Penney Company, inc

COME SEE OUR 23 FAN DISPLAY.
PRICES START AT 89".

JCPENNEY DAYS

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone(502)759-4080

WHOLESALE ELECTRIC
SUPPLY CO.
2O6 E. MAIN

7S3-1194
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Sub thought freed of Swedish blockade
BERGA NAVAL
BASE. Sweden (AP) —
After hunting more than
a week and d11111P4e
scores of depth dames
into frigid Hen lay,
Sweden's navy Moats a
suspected Soviet-bloc
submarine may have
escaped, possibly. the
first day it was spotted.
"There Ms been a submarine in Hors Bay,"
Swedish naval Supreme
Cmdr. Lennart Ljurtg

MSU's Black
appointed to
AIR position
Dr. Frank S. Black,
assistant dean of the College of Human Development and Learning at
Murray State University,
has been appointed to a
national commission to
reassess the purposes
and objectives of the
Association for Institutional Research ( AIR ).
Black, a member of
AIR fcr nine years, has
served the organization

Dr.Frank Black
in a number of different
capacities, including
membership on its executive committee and
chairman of its longrange planning study.
AIR is composed of approximatley 2,000
members from institutions of higher elementary and secondary
education and state agencies.
Black earned the doctorate in education from
Ohio State University and
became an assistant dean
at Murray State in 1978.

said in a statement Sunday. "It amid
be
there but the Ilmillised is
gradually deereelling."
lifinklii9n,
the acleory bitineffied a
frustrating smarch for the
subinerged intruder. It
Nut two reconnsimance
plains to sweep the aree
for the first time since the
sub's periscope was spotted Oct. 1, apparently
monitoring maneuvers
near the secret Musko
Naval Base.
Ljung conceded the
alien sub may have
escaped the same day it
was discovered, or between Oct. 5-7. The navy
said earlier the vessel
tried but failed to break
out of the bay through
anti-submarine steel nets
blocking the entrance. It

is Mill not known how the
sub ealered the bay.
"As far as we know me
submarine is likely still
there," Navy spokesman
Capt. Sven Carlsson told
reporters Sunday. But be
admitted that A"the last
firm indication was Friday."
°facials said Saturday
that a Soviet Drishin-38
spy plane had displayed
"unusual interest" in the
area where the submarine was believed
trapped, about 30 miles
south of Stockholm. They
said jamming equipment
had been set up to block
any communications between the plane and sub.
"There has been and
may still be a submarine
in the outer area" outside
the sealed bay, Ljung's

statement said. "11 may
be the same submarine or
It may be a seamed one."
Besides fencing the
mouth of the bay, the
navy dropped about 40
depth charges — several
thousand pounds of explosives — in a bid to
force the sub to surface
and identify itself.
The Soviet news agency
Tam suggested last week
that the search might be
hoes and denounced the
publicity given the incident in the West,calling it
an effort to "sow seeds of
suspicion" between
Sweden and its "eastern
neighbors." Tags made
no mention of the sub's
presumed identity.
MUTBERED
England's King Henry
VI was murdered in 1471.

Schoolturned 'city'helps discipline students
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(API — Tea Imo end
Yeadewville on say
Fayette Candy amp. but
"crime" in tbe "caw
numity" ime dropped Ile
percent sties
Meadeerville Ties format

usidowyme swiss
side hleadewtherpe
KI•ase•tary Scheel
where the school's
hallways have bleu dhrided by *kw defied lines
and given street amen
Zech ciesereeen bas bees

tnnelleneued nes a cow
manity dere. and the
PTA is werldnii en piens
le turn the foyer Mils•eltY Pert
As sullandieh as tin
ides may amen, Merle
lihrt the arbsers prim-

demi sins she serves as
swayer of MesdeervIlle's
resedeses. esys lbe
csecept has mit diecnis
arebisesis by SD parent
-nay eildwinimi better why Ws newenrary to
Confirmed osier 14

JCPenney Days
heavyweight
work clothes sale.
We'll make your money
work as hard
as you do.

Medicare
has holes
in it.

klac• plaKI shirt
Sets $13 Reg $
made of warm. heavyweight cotton harknei
With two front pockets and long tuck •in
tails kAen's S.M.L.X1 sizes
US,$13 Reg $17 No iron poly'Cotton
oorduroy pants Men S waist size. 30-415
in fall tones

Medicare was never intended to cover total healthcost costs. And it
doesn't. In fact, it currently pays less than 40% of the average
healthcare bill.
That's why you may need the Medicare Counterpart III from
United American. It helps fill the holes in Medicare by providing
broad supplemental coverage for both Medicare Port A and
Medicare Port B.
You may be eligible for this valuable covero
Coll us for full details

Robert S. Lough
and Associates
153-8165
x4 Ilettk 12th St

*tray

YES, I'd like
—
know mor
care plan. I'mtointerestede
about
Kentucky's favorite
in:
health
Individual
Family
Student
Name
MedicareSupplement
Address
City

Tel

State

Nu

Zip

Mail to:
Enrollment
9901 Linn Division
Station Rd.,

Louisville, KY

Sale 2.25 Reg 275 Extra thick
thermal socks in white with red
stripe Orlon" acrylic/nylon/cotton
blend in men's sizes

40223
SrarVOTiowme

leather cowhide work gloves
With cotton thermal lining
Driver's style with shirred
elastic wrist For sizes M-L

Sale prices effective
through Sunday

Put your name
on Kentucky's favorite
get-well card.
It's no wonder over 11./2 million Kentuckians carry
the Blue Cross and Blue Shield membership card.
It's the card that assures quick admittance to
hospitals across the United States.
It's the card that means quality pre-paid health
care including physicians' fees, hospital care,
and major medical coverage to guard against the
cost of catastrophic illness or injury.

Blue Cross
BeShield
Delta Dental

do

Kailuaky
'R. Mark Blue Cross Assn

It's the card that can do so much; it has made
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kentucky the
standard by which other health care plans are
measured—whether for employer groups, for
families, or for individuals.
If you'd like to be considered for the card so
many Kentuckians depend on, fill out the coupon
and mail it today.

Reg Mark

JCPenney

NSA'

Your professionals
in health care financing

Blue Shield Association • Demi' Dental Plans Assoc,at.or,
C Perlokr,

,m

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
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Murray
boxers
battered
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Although five of his six
boxers suffered losses,
Saturday, Murray Police
Boxing Club coach Rick
Latimer said his team
learned some valuable
lessons in Memphis.
"We've got to be more
aggressive boxers,"
Latimer pointed out,"We
went down there and
found out they wanted to
win more than we did. I
think our guys learned
that nobody's going to lay
down for them."
Saturday's fights, the
first of the season for the
Murrayans, produced
several exceptional efforts, despite the final 1-5
tally.
Shawn Simmons, 21,
earned the only local victory by decking Charles
Edwards of Oceola, Ark.,
In the second round. Simmons stalked the fiesty
Edwards, driving him
back with a lashing left
hook.
Driving him into the
ropes in the first round,
Simmons battered his opponent with body shots
and sent him to the canvas for two eight-counts
before the referee stopped the bout early in the
second stanza.
The victory was Simmons' fourth in five
outings including two
knockouts and two
unanimous decisions.
Because of his quick
cutoff moves and deadly
left hook, Simmons has
been dubbed "The
Shadow" by his coaches
and teammates.
"Nobody can get away
from The Shadow,"
Latimer explained.
But for the other Murray boxers, another
shadow dogged their
every move.
Jay Thomas lost to
Bobby Barnett of Covington after surviving a
spirited first round in
which both fighters exchanged multiple combinations. Latimer said
Thomas "survived the
storm" in the first round,
but Barnett kept pressing
in the other two rounds
and won by decision.
(Continued on Pg.9)

Dame Luck turns cold shoulder
to Murray State's winning ways

SOLACE — Racer coach Mike Wiles escorts offensive lineman Phil Poirier to
the lockerroom following Saturday's loss to UT-Martin. The scoreboard at Roy
Stewart Stadium tells the story of Murray State's fourth consecutive loss.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Dame Luck has a frigid shoulder in Murray
State's direction.
The Racers, having dropped four straight after
winning their opener, are woefully bitten with nobreak frostbite and the only cure eludes them.
To senior offensive lineman, Phil Poirier, the
year has been long, frustratingly long. Expected to
be a, pro football candidate, his accomplishments
are dampened by the Racers inability to score
points.
Saturday, in the 10-7 home loss to the University
of Tennessee-Martin (4-1), the Racers scored only
their third offensive touchdown of the year. A
dismal performance considering last year's 8-3
Racers, with much the same players, scored 10
points or less in only two games.
Coincidentally, one of the two low-offense days
for the Racers last year was a 10-7 victory at Martin, Tenn.
This year the score was exactly reversed.
And thus the losing toll mounts.
"We just haven't been getting our share of the
breaks," Poirier lamented in Saturday's tomb-like
lockerroom.
"I think a break here or there could have turned
things around for us ... but they didn't happen."
After the Racers scored their touchdown — an 11yard run by Terry Suggs to tie the game — the
Racer prospects looked favorable.
The squad had struggled through 13 scoreless
quarters and now, with Suggs' run, the optimism
was surging on MSU's bench. Players were actually
beginning to believe,"Hey, we CAN score."
But their jubilation was short-lived. Dame Luck,
that fickle broad with the unpredictable taste, turned her back on the Racers, touched Pacer kicker
Keith Kasnic during his 39-yard field goal attempt
and the Racers lost.

"It's so frustrating," admits Poirier, "to come so
close, to give everything you've got and still lose.
Our theme for this week was to come out and be
nasty. To really knock some people around. It felt
good when we scored, but we made a few mistakes
later that killed us.
"It's just so darn frustrating."
Poirier expressed the helplessness of the teareyed Racer majority. Most were asking, "Why?"
after the fourth straight loss, but no answers could
be found. Yet.
"We're being tested, that's for sure," MSU head
coach Frank Beamer said. "Our players aren't going to give in and I'm certainly not giving up. I just
hope our fans aren't giving up on us either."

Racer Club honors Morris
Mayfield football coach
Jack Morris will be the
guest speaker at tonight's
Racer Club meeting.
Morris, along

Murray State's Frank
Beamer, will be the
guests of honor at the 6
p.m. dinner meeting at
the Seven Seas
witti Restaurant.

Hopefulsign provided
in weekend NFL talks
RYE, N.Y. (AP) — It
wasn't exactly an electrifying development, but,
considering the way
negotiations between the
striking National Football League players and
the NFL Management
Council have gone thus
far during the threeweek-old walkout, it provided a hopeful sign.
The chief negotiators in
the contract dispute —
NFL Players Association
Executive Director Ed
Garvey and Management
Council chief Jack
Donlan — met Sunday
and agreed to seek a
mediator acceptable to
both sides. Neither
Garvey, Donlan nor union
president Gene Upshaw
LAST CHANCE — University of Tennesse-Martin's Stanley Ladd (32) finds unwanted weight on the end of would say
when that
his cleat in Saturday's UT-M win over Murray State. Racer linebacker George Collins(40) made this despera- mediator would
be
tion tackle to momentarily halt the Pacers' scoring drive.
Staff photo by Jim Rector selected and talks resum-
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KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

Monroe Shock Absorbers, buy
3 at the regular price and get
one free!

753-4563
512 S. 12th

ERICA
RIDES
• D•

1980 Regal LTD.
P.S., P.B., AC., Cruise, Cloth Seats, Wire
IVheel Covers, Local Trade-in.

37,xxx mi.

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
QM QUALM
MN= PARTS GM
annum=

Milerray Ledger & Times

753-2617
641 S. Murray

TABERS BODY
SHOP vAti,
4.Jt
24 Hour Wrecker Service
1301 Chestnut
753-3134

ed but they did know
where to look for one.
"We'll contact Kay
McMurray," said
Donlan, referring to the
head of the Federal
Mediation and Conciliation Service,"and ask his
help to set up procedures
for finding a mediator."
For once, Garvey
agreed with his bargaining adversary.
"We'll ask McMurray
to select a mediator,"
said Garvey, who, like
Donlan, Upshaw and
Management Council
aide Sarge Karch,emerged smiling and joking
after 3'42 hours of
meetings at a hotel near
Donlan's Westchester
County home. "Both
sides are making a conscious effort to get back
to the table, but we can't

set a date. There's a
mutual desire to get on
with the negotiations."
That was refreshing
news because the two
sides have not met since
talks broke off nine days
ago in Washington, when
they couldn't agree even
on peripheral issues', let
alone the major union-demand for a wage scale.
"We have not
necessarily changed our
stance on a mediator,"
Garvey noted. "McMurray will suggest someone
and it still might be a
private (mediator)."
Last week, Garvey sent
Donlan a list of nine men
he said would be acceptable as private
mediators, which the
management negotiator
promptly rejected.

Purcell, partner triumph in doubles tourney
Murray State tennis
coach Bennie Purcell and
Paducah's Paul Rowton
won the men's 50-andover doubles competition

of the Southern Seniors
The duo upset the No.1
Hardcowl Tennis Cham- seeded team of Monroe
Sloan and Bill Herring, 7pionships, Saturday in 6,6-2.
Nashville.
In the 55-and-older

singles catagory, Murrayan Duke Wilder fell to
George McIntosh, 6-4,6-2,
in the finals.

KR0+
SAVE 2778° ON
42.1;•fp• ASALE!
MODEL III SYSTEM
(0.0
444129900
Reg. Separate Items 1576.80

Clean up for energy savings
Did you know that a dirty, clogged filter in your central
heating system can cost you money'?
When the filter becomes dirty, it puts a strain on your
system, causing it to work harder and use more energy
To keep your system working
efficiently. check the filter
regularly When it becomes dirty
clean or replace it Remember, keep it clean Your
heating system wilt work more
efficiently, and you'll save on
energy costs

IV4
WEST KY. RURAL ELECTRIC COOP. CORP.
753-5012

Everything You Need to Get Started in Computing
• TRS-80 Model III Computer (26-1062)
•SCRIPSIT- Word Processing Program
With Built-In Monitor
(26-1505) for Correction-Free Text
•DMP-100 Dot Matrix Printer (26-1253)
• In-Memory Information Program
And Cable (26-1401)for Letters, Reports
(26-1508) Stores and Retrieves Data
•CCR-81 Cassette Recorder (26-1208)
• Budget Management Program (26-1603)
To Use Our Ready-to-Run Software
Keeps Track of Personal Expenses

Radio thaek

SEE IT AT YOUR NEAREST
RADIO SHACK STORE,
COMPUTER CENTER
OR PARTICIPATING DEALER

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

Sale Ends 10/25/82
PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES AND DEALERS

•
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McGee, Cardinalpitchers deserved MVP award—Porter
ATLANTA (AP) — St Louis adder slid his
Darrell Porter, who choice would have bees
managed to hit only .231 made Willie McGee and
daring the regular the entire Cardinals pitmason, went on a tear in ching staff.
the National League
The Cardinals complayoffs and won the pleted a three-game
Most Valuable Player sweep of the Atlanta
award for the champion- Braves with a 6-2 victory
Sunday night to capture
ship aeries.
But the bespectacled the National League pen-

sent The victory put St
Lieds into the W•rhe
Series. Tuesday sight
against the American
League champion
Milwaukee Brewers, who
eliminsted California on
Sweaty.
"It's(the award)really
past, really 'wonderful,"
said Porter softly as

teammates squirted
champagne at each other
in a relatively mild
celebrates is the pedeed
chiblesues. "I Odle a let
of guys did a wonderful
job. We McGee was
fabulous bed it was a total
team effort."
McGee supplied the
knockout pooch isaday

debt M sued the
Porter, however, lad
le Mte thpr first beth Isms hake NO
World Series slice us •.11111 overage Is Ike his
Be keyed a Iser-rws se- in nine at heis. hickalleg
ined Wig off Drover' twee doubles, and drew
starter Rick Camp with• Dye walks.
two-rus Origds. this add"I quit thistles abed
ed a as Ismer in the say bed your abed bee
Matt as Jeep& Aisle* meatbs age," said
and BrumSiam combin- Porter, "and I boas in
ed se a ale-later.
nisi mare M leglessher.

Add Brewers to comeback history list
MILWAUKEE (AP) —
The Gashouse Gang. The
Amazing Metz. And now,
add to the list the Comeback Kids from
Milwaukee.
The Brewers
culminated the greatest
comeback in championship series history Sunday by rallying to edge
the California Angels 4-3
to win the American
League pennant. Cecil
Cooper, a .313 hitter during the regular season but

previously 2-for-19 in the
five-game showdown, lined an opposite-field single
with the bases loaded in
the seventh inning to
knock in the tying and
winning runs, bringing
the Brewers back from
the edge of playoff extinction and into their first
World Series_
The Brewers travel to
St. Louis to open the
Series against the Cardinals on Tuesday night.
"I could have been the

goat of the series,"
Cooper said. "I made a
bonehead play (in the
field). I'm just thankful I
had a chance to redeem
myself."
Cooper's personal
redemption came after
Charlie Moore reached
first when his soft popup
fell out of reach of a diving Bobby Grich behind
the mound with one out in
the seventh. Jim Gantner
singled and Robin Yount
walked on a 3-2 pitch
from loser Luis Sanchez
with two out.
Cooper then singled to
score the runners.

The Brewers, who moved here from Seattle as a
bankrupt, year-oid expansion team in 1970, also
get some superb relief
from Bob McClure and
Peter Ladd. Ladd, who
has replaced injured
Rothe Fingers as the
Brewers' bullpen stopper, preserved the victory by retiring all three
batters he faced in the
ninth.
"Rollie could have pitched to two or three batters, but Peter Ladd has
been doing such a great
job that I could save
Rollie for a couple of

days," said Brewer
Manager Harvey Kowa
The Angels grabbed a
3-1 lead, with runs in the
first and third an AIXS
Most Valuable Player
Fred Lynn's RBI stogies
and one in the. fourth,
greatly aided by Cooper's
miscue.
The Brewers' had
sowed a nm in the first
on Ted Simmons'
sacrifice fly and another
in the fourth as Ben
Oglive homered off Bruce
Kinn, who had stymied
the Brewers on five hits
In Game 2.

Rogues whip Paducah twice

CUTOFF — A Murray State defender tries unsuccessfully to stop a University'of Tennessee-Martin
attacker in Saturday's game on the field north of
Rdy Ste*Iirt Stadium. Staff photo by Jim Rector

Boxers...
(Continued from Pg.8)
Scott DeShields suffered a first-round KO
when Chris Dixon of the
host Memphis Police
Boxing Club sent him into
the ropes and obtained a
standing eight-count.
DeShields had had
enough after that and the
fight was discontinued.
Casey Kurth and Anthony Morris of Arkansas
produced one of the
hardest hitting bouts of
the night. But,as Latimer
said, "It was just a matter of who connected
first."
Kurth went down in the
first round when Morris
unleashed a solid shot to
Kurth's jaw. After a mandatory eight-count the
Murray coaches called
the fight off.
"Lightning" Rod Jones
almost brought home a
nice birthday present for
himself, but Robert
Mason of Memphis handed him a losing decision
instead. Jones and Mason
brought the crowd to
their feet several times in
the three-rounder and
produced perhaps the
best fight of the night, according to Latimer.
Ron Stevenson lost his
fight with Walter Jenkins
of Arkansas, in the final

round. The fighters split
the first two rounds, but
as Latimer pointed out,
"Jenkins seemed to want
the win more than Ron
did."

Although the soccer
jamboree scheduled for
the weekend in Murray
was cancelled because of
rain, the Murray Calloway County under19 squad managed to play
two games against
visiting Paducah teams.
The M-CC Soccer
Association Rogues
smashed Paducah-T, 6-2,
in the first game then
whipped Paducah-S, 7-2,
in the second match.
Matt Harrington scored
three goals in the opening
game for Murray with
solo assists by Tim Lewis
and Steve Grace. Chad
Lewis, George Moore,
and Steve Byer each
recorded solo goals while
Byer also added an
assist.
Chad Lewis exploded
for four goals in the second match, two of his
points coming off Andy
Jobs' assists.
Byer punched in a pair
of goals and added an
assist and Moore also
scored once.
Today the Rogues
travel to Paris, Tenn.,
and are idle the rest of the
week. With the two Satur-

day wins the Rogues improved to 7-2-1.
Also on Saturday, the
Murray State soccer
team was defeated 5-2 by

Murray Middle School
football coach Rick
Fisher announced an
alteration in this week's
game plans.
The game between
MIAS and Trigg County
was regularly scheduled
at Trigg County Tuesday.
However, the game has
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Watch your favorite stars performing from
the show capitals ofthe world—right in
your own living room. Dazzling sports
spectaculars you can't see anyplace else.
Terrific current movies, uncut and without
commercials. Smash hits like "Ragtime"
and "Arthur," exclusive specials, or a seat
at the symphony: that's entertainment
Cablevision style.

'300 Set

Complete Dental Care.
Cleanings, Fillings, Crowns, Bridges, Partial
Dentures, Repairs, Relines and other services

Dr. Jere Lowe
Dr. Ravin Mehta
MID SOUTH DENTURE

Cablevision will help you live
better,feel betten

621 Old Hickory Blvd
Hamilton Hills
Jackson, Tn.

Because Cablevision is television
designed with you in mind: whatrig like
to&and what you care about,from
nutrition and fitness.. to how to get more
for your money.

For Appointment
901-668-7460

SUNBIRD AIRLINES, INC.
489-2199
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Cablevision news gives it
to you straight.
You'll discover the hidden how's and
why's ofevents the networks only have time
to skim over. Cablevision news digs
deeper, probes harder around the clock,
bringing you the story from the farthest
corners ofthe globe.

Cablevision is TV you'll actually
gp_t your whole ftunily to watch.
Great entertainment the whole family
can enjoy together. Family movies,
animated features, and educational shows
—from arts-and-crafts to fascinating
nature programs. Fun, informative,
enriching programs for kids of all ages.
Cablevision. You won't believe it...until
you see it for yourself'. So call or return the
coupon ggby.
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$198 Set

From Murray to Nashville
Depart
Arrive
6:40a.m.
7:25 a.m.
12:45p.m.
I:30p.m.
5:00p.m.
5:45 p.m.
From Nashville to Murray
Depart
Arrive
9:35a.m.
10:20a.m.
2..30 p.m.
3:15 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
8:15 p.m.

'
The Ashamed

Op.. Non. tisra Than, Open Friday 4 Set.
7 a.m. to 7 p.m.
7 o.m.to p.m.

We Also Rent Ryder Tnicks

753-3355
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Two Day Service

Cali

been moved from Trigg
County to Murray's Ty
Holland Stadium at 6
p.m. (instead of 6:30)
Tuesday.
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One Day Service

975 Each

753-1331
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the University of
Tennessee-Martin squad.
All three games were
played on the field north
of Roy Stewart Stadium.
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YES!I want to impend my world with Cablevission

Frequency
Mon.-Fri.
Mon.-Sat.
Sun.-Fri.

Call me with

more information.

GET CABLEVISION NOW!
AND SAVE $5.00
OFF CONNECTION FEE
Call 753-5005
or mail coupon today.

Frequency
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Mon.-Sat.
Sun.-Fri.
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Southern States

Report looks at
nutrition problems

Tobacco Stripping Demonstration
Thursday, October 21st

No. 1
Tobacco
Stripper

WASHINGTON(AP)—
A new report by the
Agriculture Department
takes a look at the nutrition problems of older
Americans and concludes
that politicians will be
paying more attention to
their plight.
The elderly, as defined
in the report, are those
who are 60 and older, an
age group which has
grown from 6.4 percent of
the U.S. population in the
1900 to 15.8 percent in
1980. By the year 2010,
nearly 20 percent will be
80 or older.
-Currently, elderly
American comprise
about 23 percent of the
voting public," the report
said. "Thus, legislators
and other policymakers
are likely to consider the
concerns of these

s

Industrial Road — Behind Swift Roofing Co.
Burley and Dark Tobacco will be Demonstrated
Mistrial Rd.

Murray

1423

Buy a new Case farm tractor.... choose

special Case

financing for up to 48 months
You have the option of choosing 8,8% A.P.R. financing with any of our new Case 90 series farm tractors purchased
between September 1 and October 31, 1982 Purchase must be financed through .11 Case Credit Corporation

OR

voters."
The report was included in the National Food
Review, a quarterly
publication of the department's Economic
Research Service.
Coincidentally, the
report followed
disclosure last week by
the New York Times that
USDA's Food and Nutrition Service had recommended reducing food
stamp benefits for people
60 to 64 years old.
According to the article, the proposal was
among a number of ideas
submitted in the budget
documents by the agency
for the fiscal year which
will begin Oct. 1,1963.
More than 20 million
Americans get food
stamp benefits, including
approximately 400,000
who are 60 64 tears of age.
Under the proposal, those
older recipients would
have their monthly
benefits trimmed by 31
percent, the Times said.
The proposals also called for the elimination of
federal meal subsidies
for orphanages, homes
for mentally retarded
children and other
residential institutions
for child care.
Although USDA officials refused to comment on the Times article, the White House later
denied that the administration is planning
to reduce food stamps for
the elderly and said that
the story was based on an
"outdated memo," which
has been circulated
among varitnis agencies.

If you choose this rebate
no-fetancing option with
the purchase ot any ot
our new Case farm tractors Case me send you
a check tor the Wear
amount opposite the
Case rhoriei you buy
iisbate may be-applied
toward your pOrchase
poce NOTE Government Adenciesttepartmarts do not qualify for
rebates

Instead of 88% A P R financing, you can
choose a waiver-of-finance-charges option
Under this plan. if you buy any of our new Case
farm tractors, finance charges will be waived
tom date of purchase until June 1. 1983 Purchase must be financed through J I Case Credit
Corporation

Waiver of &tam* charims
on orsomi twin trapisters
If you buy or* of our used farm tractors any
make. between September I and October 31
1982 finance charges will be waived from date
of purchase until March 1, 1983 Purchase mow
be financed through J I Case Credit Corporation

CAS
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nu 141.
N2-us
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$9,400
$8,000
$6,400
$5,400
$5,000
$4,200

EUGNALE
1100EL

Schnautz's tree farm recognized
Edward W. Schnautz's
Tree Farm has been
selected by the 1982 Tom
Wallace Farm Forestry
Awards State Judging
Committee as the second
place winner for the 1982
Tom Wallace Forestry
Awards Contest.
Competing for this
year's awards were 95 entries from Kentucky and
56 entries from 31 eligible
southern Indiana counties. Of all the nominees,
Schnautz's woodland
scores second highest.
Schnautz, who lives at
Route 1, Hazel, has completed timber stand improvement on 50 acres of
his 163-acre woodland in
Calloway County. Each
year he cuts cull trees

We offer
record keeping
relief!

special super rebates up to $9400
for cash purchases

waiver
of n.nc.charges

CHAMPION — Senior champion female at the Bill Wolfe Standard of Perfection Polled Hereford Show was CHG Miss Kay 51.1, owned by Split Butte Ranch,
Rupert, Idaho, and Charles H. Gray and Son, Murray. Dr. Bill Able, Kansas
State University, Manhattan, judged the 148-head competition during the Central Washington State Fair Oct. 2 in Yakima

We call it Agntax —a oomp.astized, agricultural record keeping
system. k's just one of many services offered
tomowers at the Produdion Credit Association.
PCAs Agrifax setvice provides a comprehensive
to meet income tax requirements
sel ol
asithiliainany special reports to he you analyze
your operation and aid in making key
management deciskins.
PCA loan ofkcers are trained in agriculturaJ
lending. k's thee only business. They can offer a
retiade source of credit, helPfui panning advice and
rebel from the budens of record keeping.

CASH
PleSATE

au two i $3,800
um op $3,200
weop $2,800
um 2. $1,800
an or $1,500
iii. et, $1,300

plus...
specialfactory selling allowances
to make your trade even better
Offers valid September 1 thru October 31 1982 See us now

McKEEL EQUIPMENT CO.
503 Walnut

753-3062
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COKER'S GREAT CORN

4110e
21M
1 IEED
-.-40
CO

5f£0 Celf

Early Buying Bonus!
Buy your high yielding
Coker corn hybrids
during BOOKING
BONANZA DAYS
from your participating Coker Dealer!
Enjoy early selection,
protection against any
later price increases, and
o valuable premium item
when you order.

D CO

Sportsman's Lock Knife ..5 bogs.
Western Roper locket .10 bogs.
25 bags.
Rancher Vest
40 bags.
Randier Coat

ED

„or

7046112

Attend the Purina-Westside Veterinary Worm Clinic
8 a.m.-Noon
Saturday, Oct. 23

at Buchanan Feed
Using a plastic bag, collect fresh droppings on the day of
testing. Bring the droppings to the clinic. Using a special onthe-spot microscopic examination, you will be able to see if a
worm problem exists in your animal...and take steps to correct
it before it does any more damage.
This test is offered as a free service to all, whether you are
a Purina customer or not
Plan to attend now. Call 753-5318 for additional details.

ALSO: We will dip dogs FREE
for ticks and fleas
(same day)

Industrial Rd.

Murray, Ky.

Perfect choice
for double-crop.
Extreme early
maturity plus top
yield potential.

ble and ready for use at
all times. Schnautz practices complete conservaton in his woodland by
returning all sawdust,
scrap and shaving to the
soil from his home
sawmill for soil development and erosion control.
Because of his continuing efforts in implementing sound conservaton,
Schnautz also was named
Western District winner
and received a plaque
from Albert Schmidt,
Service Forester for the
Kentucky Division of
Forestry. The CourierJournal and Louisville
Times Sponsors the Tom
Wallace Farm Forestry
Awards Contest and cash
prizes of $500, $350 and
$150 are awarded to the
first, second and third
place winners in Kentucky and Southern Indiana.
In March 1983,
Schnautz and his wife Katy will be honored at the
Tom Wallace Farm
Forestry Awards Banquet in Louisville to
receive his second place
cash prize. Mr. and Mrs.
Schnautz also plan on
visiting their son Eric.

"SERVING 'THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

• BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS
2
&
/
753-3404
MeGrain
I
Merchandising

BUCHANAN FEEDS
753-5378

SOUTHERN
BELLE

4th and Chestnut
Murray, Ky. 42071
753-7666

(Pig - Dog- Horse - Cot - Cow - Goat
- Wife)for Worms...

COKER'S
PEDIGA tED
SEED
••••

and cuts any salvageable
timber into lumber.
Schnautz has planted
more than 5,500 tree
seedlings over the past
five years. Approximately 300 seedlings were
planted exclusively for
erosion control. Another
300 seedlings were interplanted in poorly
stocked areas cutover in
previous ownerships.
He also maintains four
miles of fire lanes, and
keeps his fire fighting
equipment easily accessi-

SHOEMAKER SEED CO.

FItEE1

* Top hybrids.
* Early selection.
* Guaranteed prices.
* Valuable premiums.

CORN

o PCA
Purchas
Jackson Ihrf.
641 N. Norm

TEST YOUR ANIMALS

BOOKING BONANZA!

COh

'12Run's
Ware
leading lending hand.
at Ler:talk

Edward W.Schnautz

PURINA
CHOWS

RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY. KY.
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Try physical therapy
2. Notice

'Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

DEAR DR. LAMB -- I The pain as you describe it thritis: Degenerative Joint to have better results than
See us in out newly
have suffered from osteoar- may be caused by your Disease. Others can send 75 surgery without the micro- 111 remodeled studio
•
tluitis since my late 30s and osteoarthritis. The degener- cents with a long, stamped, scope
in the Old•
located
for
bone
of
envelope
regrowth
self-addressed
I'm now 77. The doctor who ation and
Even if the tubes are sucfirst, treated me told me I tissue may cause bone spurs it to me,in care of this news- cessfully reunited, that is no 119 Wollis Grocery
would always suffer pain but that impinge upon nerve paper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio guarantee the man will pro- am Building We are
would never become a crip- fibers that go to your thigh City Station, New York, NY duce enough healthy sperm ',located across
ple His prediction has been and down to your foot. This 10019.
the .
to induce pregnancy. Bat it
from
•
is the sciatic nerve and that
true so far.
DEAR DR. LAMB - My does happen.
downtown Bonk of
For the past six years I is why it is called sciatica. husband and I would like to
Your chances of success
Murray.
have suffered excruciating Changes in the lower spine, start a family. However, he with reuniting the tubes is:
CARTER STUDIO
pain in my right leg, which I sacroiliac joint (sacrum and had a vasectomy prior to our far better than attempting
753 8298
353 Mom
feel is not arthritic. The iliac part of pelvis) from meeting. We would like to to obtain sperm. The sperm
arthritis is being controlled arthritis are the most com- know if a vasectomy can be cells are a microscopic part
with medicine. The pain cen- mon cause of sciatic nerve reversed. U not, can physi- of the ejaculate and are not
Now is the tins' to
ters mostly in the side of the involvement. Degeneration cians extract sperm from withdrawn as if taking a
calf area but also emanates of the joints in the lower where it is produced and blood sample
plant
flowering
from the hip area and down spine may also cause nerve artificially inseminate a
buss. Available now
pressure and symptoms
the entire leg.
woman?
I find it eases the pain to I'd like you to see a speSHIRLEY FLORIST
DEAR READER -- Anybend slightly forward while cialist in physical medicine
a vasectomy
and
walking. Of course, I limp and get some physical thera- one having
consider it a permaand now find it increasingly py. You want to avoid per- should
GARDEN CENTER
means of birth control.
difficult to straighten up as I manent bending forward at nent
However, depending on the By The Associated Press
walk. As a result I walk like your hip area. Heat and
502 N. 4th
vasectomy State police recorded
of
stretching may also help type
a doddering old woman.
traffic
in
three
deaths
vasectoMurray, Ky.
performed, some
The physician I now visit make you feel more
can be reversed. This Kentucky during the
753-3251
regularly claims it to be comfortable. Talk to your mies
reconnecting the weekend.
from the sciatic nerve. I doctor about it and see if you involves
small
very
the
of
ends
Stephen Tong, 20, Cl
would greatly appreciate can arrange for some help to two
For Watkins products
tube (vas deferens) that Owensboro, was killed at
any advice you can offer.
maintain your flexibility and
see Holman Jones 217 S.
cut.
were
7:15 a.m. Sunday when
DEAR READER - Con- full degree of motion.
13th St or call 753-3128.
_
It is difficult to do such the car he was driving
Meanwhile, to bring you
sidering the many years of
some
and
surgery
minute
arthritis you have experi- up to date I am sending you
ran off Carter Road in
enced you have really done my recent issue of The skilled with the use of Daviess County, about
12-65 ft. trailer
claim
surgery
microscopic
rather well.
Health Letter 20-2, OsteoarPh miles south of
with a 12-65 ft.
Owensboro, said the
attachment with
Daviess County sheriff's
new V roof on 3
department.
and 3/ 10 acres.
Five passengers in the
Tong car were slightly in$12,000. Low
jured, the sheriff's
priced. Call 437Answer to Saturday's Panic
department said.
18 Saucy
perfection
DOWN
4344.
20 Lucid
39 Region of
I Resort
Bill Hayes, 27, of Bee
LIEDEC UNDUM
22 Aroma
Asia
Roman
2
Saturkilled
was
Springs,
UCCUCE1
BUDMOU
23 Vatican resi- 41 Mediterbronze
SELL
day afternoon when his
UM DUCOM MUD
dent
ranean island
3 Talks glibly
uiiu12112UOU CLIC
Kentucky
left
'73
motorcycle
Squareback
25 High cards
42 Snakes
4 Strict
MEMO CUCCU
259 about nine miles from
27 Heavenly
43 Italian coins
5 Part of to
VW 4 in the floor.
LIUMULI NUOMEKIC
44 Irritate
body
be
Brownsville, state police
offer Call
Best
ILEUM MEM
45 Hebrew
28 Joint
6 Amend
said.
CUEILIMED MOUE
month
29 Spoken
7 Pasteboard
Asher Sizemore, 19, of F753-3282.
47 Take unlaw111121 MILDEW DEEM
30 38th Presi8 Devoured
in Knox County, ilifilimmININmillmer
Mills
fully
UUDUC CLIO
dent
9 Separate
49 Author Flem- was killed Friday night
34 Gun dogs
UMW GOMM Lilla
10 Hindu garAnyone interested
ing
36 Animal
ment
17113DUCLI EICRICWO
after his car crossed the
50 Before
enclosure
sharing rides to
I Ogles
in
1:1101/1151E1 COMIC
center line on U.S. 25E
37 Standards of 53 Near
16 Sun god
ACROSS
33 French article
East
afternoon
and collided with another
9 10 11
5 8 7 8
1 Weakens
1 2 3 4
34 In favor of
vehicle.
Elementary
5 Alms box
35 Note of scale
14
12
The driver of the other
9 Peer Gynt's
36 Central
Kindergarten from
mother
car, Kimberly Mills, 18,
American
15
18
18
17
Panorama
Shore
12 Fuel
il of Gray in Knox County,
Indians
21
19
20
13 Flesh
UU
area.
was listed in critical con38 Rower's need
14 Wages
WWI
24
25
39 Rocky hill
dition Saturday at
Call 436-259
15 Showy flower
40 Note of scale
Southeastern Regional
17 Make ready
29 3o
28
27
41 Frigid
I
19 Delineated
Baptist Hospital in CorFor Sale
42 Landed
34
33
- 32
21 Goddess of
bin. The hospital said
44 Recompense
fil
$23,500
2 to 3 acres
discord
38
Sunday it could release
46 Part of N.
22 Unlock
mini
with several
farm
37
NM
WM
Russia
no further information
iiii
24 Note of scale
1UUU
bulking: incliging
out
la
48 misrepresent
about her condition.
25 Skill
45
44
old store. Howse has
51 Before: Prefix
26 Click beetle
The deaths raised the
ll
gii
newly remodelbeen
52 Spanish jar
27 Choose
49 50
47
48
state count to 621 for the
54 Rip
29 Preposition
ed. Call 753-6098
664
year
with
compared
52
55 Deposit
31 Harvest godafter 4:30.
lel
for the same time last
56 Choicest
dess
57
57
year.
Slave
Bye!
32

Deaths recorded
during weekend
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YOUR BROTHER MARBLES
LEFT TOWN 15 GONE?
THIS MORNING

•
4
4

61 54

I HAVE tHE FEELING HE
NEVER QUITE UNDERSTOOD
THAT WHOLE RED BARON
SOPWITH CAMEL THING..

ANYWAY, IT'S ALMOST
5UPPERTIME _WHERE DO
YOU WANT TO EAT TONIGHT?

RIEHT HERE AT THE
OFFICER'S CLUB

I'M DIGESTING YOUR
UPSIDE-DOWN
CAKE

I'M NOT
ACTING LIKE
AN INFANT--

NANCY, STOP
ACTING LIKE
AN INFANT

el 1442 Untied Foature Synclicale, Inc
'YOU GAVE 1-ilM TWENTY

MINUTES TO ASK POR
A RAISE ?

No,TVVENTN MINUTES
TO PACK Up AND
LEAVE
,

544E4
COME BACK HERE,

WATER IS

BEETLE YOU
LEFT TI-4E
WATER

PRECIOUS!

Sd

YEAI-1,ISEE
YOU'RE PON
ALL YOU CAN
TO SAVE IT!

RUNNING

AGAIN!

na

PRAY BE 5EATE7,LADY DIANA
I WILL TELL THE TALE THE
PHANTOM IS TOO MODE5T
TO TELL,gv

6. Help Wanted

2. Notice

- ?
"OEM ANO MERV SAW THEIR 444578
FALL.BUT OBEDIENT TO A6•5 cawmANP,
STAYED AW4Y,.,4lICKILY,,,"

Large selection 14frt.
GOLD litItititIGS
Reg $1900
NOW

GOLD & SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELRY INC.
Plan
MPS. 9-1 Daily
1-6 Sunday
411111.1111.111.11
Have S minutes? Ca
759-4444 for en inspiretional message to
brighten your day.
Children's tape 7595.
HAYRIDES
Hayride, weiner roast
Hickory Lane Stables.
759-4588 or 753-7637.

HICKORY LANE
STABLES
The complete
Horse Form indoor
riding , training
boarding, horses
for hire. Lessons
for everyone.
759-4588 days
759-1869 Evenhis.

dun

College graduate•Multi
Billion Dollar Company
expanding its sales
force in Murray. Excel•
lent career opportunity.
All fringe benefits. No
travel. For confidential
interview call Garon
Allen 759-9480 Monday
12 000n-5p.m. Tuesday
8a.m.-5p.m.
Hard working aggres
sive take charge type
individual to run es
tablished debit agency,
in the Murray to Ed
dyville area. We offer
great compensation
training program and
fringe benefits. Please
call Paducah between
8a.m.-4 : 30p.m . for appointment and interview, 444-6967 E.0.E .
Lady needs work taking
care of older people
man, woman or day
work. Call 435-4394.

9. Situation Wanted
Will do house or office
cleaning, we do windows, reasonable rates
and references. Call
437-4712.
Will stay with elderly
lady in her home, doing
cooking and light
housework. Call 4365885.

Would like to join
a pheasant hunting party to South
Dakota. First
week of the
season.

NOW

GOLD & SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELRY INC.
Olympic Plaza
Values up
to $300
DRAWING UNTIL
OCT. 9, 1952
HRS. 9-9 Daily
1-6 Sunday

3. Card of Thanks
CARD Of
THANKS
The family el 1.W. (Jim)
McCoiston, loot. 5, Mervin, wishes to We this opIperterity to say there you
to MI our friends end
neighbors who were so
tionsghtfel dories eer Hine
of tries. We would
especially like to thank Dr.
Hughes end floe MarreyCallowiry County Hospital
2•4 floor nursing staff;
Bro. Ed Doris for his kind
words and prayers; the
singers ousd pollbearers
from New Concord Chord!
of Christ; ad al tbe many
food donors. YON' kindness
helped to sustain es.
Mrs. lim (Erie) McCeisten
Tommy McCoistria
Den McCuristen
At... 1.8 McCeiston Campbell
Jimmy Me-Caton

CARD OF DUNKS
Grief comes in its is
way to those who
sacked it1 death, sense ex press their poi
while others aren't Ws
find words that describe
degree of pai they suffer.
We never sere to
bow it is that some or.
fad his
Wes ad others rt. Orsly
God in Ills Omeipoteace is
able to comprehewdibs Wirer* of intervener
was spills.
We wish to express
'rattan% to everyeee
effered Madness Is any yr
daring Ws time which is
difficult easier the best
dramateres. Thank yes
the iedgig of wet-ef Terrors and fee Wm offers
• keep our Mina. Thank
yes Fiss 111e _ censtent
eflissiablog el feed ad for
tbe comforting *Oh. Mask
yore for the kind•
of sympathy is both w
sad deed. AM Omsk
for the Hewers that repro
sent the WNWy
simplicity in God's rem
planed merles. Wm
all thank you for year
sperm I Weigel as well •
I remembering es is
I. Ms Word we're
en entire If. is Wm
is comprises to Wm.
Death cones, ell•
pima* we've aim Ufa is net
rapt whether in
we've samptod Chrlot
towr &MOW. Peal had
Was if TRAYS VICTORTI
Sheila Robertson is
babel of the
fandlies
PAUL DOUGLAS ANDERSON,

$100 Per week part time
at home. Webster,
America's popular clic
tionary company needs
home workers to update
local mailing lists. All
ages, experience unnecessary. Call 17168426O( Ext. 5061.

CAR STEREO Pioneer,
Kenwood, Marantz,
Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Professional installation.
Sunset Boulevard Musk
Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753-0113.

SALE
PIANOS & ORGANS

•PIAIIIIS•
Now Career & bench
by LOWREY
Rag. $1,795(1 only)

NOW $1,2538
Hwy* Spinet & bench
walnut finish (only I)
KIMBALL

NOW $1,088
ALDwIN -The best
con buy': (only I),
at $2,250

NOW $1,688
OUR TOTAL INVENTOR
REDUCED. WE TAKE. A
REASONABLE OFFERS1

•ORSANS•
HAMMOND "user
3 ro choose from

$788 to $2,988
WURLITZER "us•d3 to choose from

688 to $1,188
BALDWIN "used"
3 to choose from

$288 to $795
MANY MORE
We service what w• selll

CONRAD'S
& Organs
Pianos
Paducah Mall
443-6453

Free drwerhsg et

6. Help Wanted

'AS HE 7'040 HE WAS
TRAF'PEP BY TNE'SNARE OP
1.5LEEP OF KULA-KU.

22. Musical

498-8326
15. Articles for Sale
A-1 condition Electrolux
vacuum cleaner with
power nozzle and all
attachments will sell
cheap with 1 yr.
guarantee. Call 753-4801
between 9:30-5 p.m.
Ashley wood stove for
sale, new with jacket.
753-2987.
For sale: beautiful
knotty pine cedar chest
165. Call 753-4178.
Ladies full length
eaitier coat size 7, 565
deep. browrt in color..
Ladies short fake fur
jacket size 9, tan in
color $25. Like new.
492-8130.
Marlin Model 336 C 35
calaber rifle, Weaver
1(2.5 scope, quick adjust
sling, mint condition.
762-3491 before 4:00.
489-2317 after 4:00.
REPOSSED SIGN! Nothing down! Take over
payments $5 8 . 5 0
monthly. 4'x8'flashing
arrow sign. New bulbs,
letters. Hale Signs.
1-800-227-1617, Ext.667.
Wurlitzer Spinet Piano,
excellent condition, oak
finish, three years old,
$950, also Boss wood
stove with exchange
and a fan, used three
seasons $375. 489-2823
after 3 p.m.

17. Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX
Your, home is the best
place to see why we're
delivl
bette . Free pickup and
ry. We repair all
makes of vacuum
cleaners. Bill Farris 118
Riviera Ct. 753-3639.
Kirby Sales & Service.
Call for free home
demonstration. No obligation. We repair all
makes. Free inspection.
No labor charges on any
cleaners. Full line of
parts in new and used
vacuums of all makes.
Court Square Murray.
Call Dale at 759-4801.

18. Sewing Machines
For sale: $200 used
Singer Touch and Sew
sewing machine and
cabinet. Special ZigZag
with 8 fashion discs. All
other attachments included. Like new. 7537217 after 5p.m.

19. Farm Equipment
766 I H Diesel Tractor
with TA also diesel plow
and disc. 489-2425.
Tobacco Strippers,
Gore Mechanical
tobacco stripper,
gasoline model $795.
Electric model $875.
Call Jerry Atkins, 753
8407.
Two Grain Trucks
Combine, 2 Gravity
Beds, 2 Wagons, John
Deere Planter, Corn
Picker, Cultivator,
Disc Plow, Blade
Mower. Call 3821764.

Musical
INFLATION
PRICES
Ow Pieimer, Savoy,
Gaye, Malestic,
meet:cm stereos.
World of Sowed
rim....We. ft

1.6••••••

753-5865

For sale: 2 year old
home stereo system
excellent condition.
Yamaha CR420 receiver, semi-auto turntable, Genesis 1 plus
speakers 5395. 753-7217
after 5p,m .
Piano for sale 753-1986
or 753-1471.

23. Exterminating

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
Phone 753-3914

24. Miscellaneous
Boys clothes for sal,
size 6-12. 753-5969.
Fiber glass topper for
long bed import pickup, also 1967 Chevy
excellent condition
needs engine, may con•
Sider riding mower in
trade. 498-8305.
Firewood, delivered
and stacked, $30 a rick.
Call 753-9101.
Firewood for sale. Call
489-2615.
KEROSENE
HEATERS. Buy now
and save! 6800 BTU,
$119.99; 9000 BTU,
$149.99; 9300 BTU
$179.99; 9300 BTU with
fan, $212.99; 11,500
BTU, $179.99; 19,500
BTU, $219.99. Wallin
Hardware Paris, Tenn.
King, automatic wood
heater, deluxe cabinet
with lift off cook surface
top. Brick lined fire box
with cast iron grates
and doors. $249.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris
Tn.
King size mattress,
springs, baby bed,
microwave oven, chest,
clothing, color tv, misc.
753-5292 evenings.
OREGON SAW chains,
3,0e" pitch for 16" bar,
$7.99; 20", $8.99. Wallin
Hardware Paris, Tenn.
Stove boards heavy
lined 32in x 42in $12.99,
36 x 52 $17.99.. Wallen
Hardware Paris Tenn.
pickup
Topper4o
truck. Call /35 1258
after 5 PM,

V.Mobile Home Sales
1 9 7 4 1 2 x 7 0 Mobile
Home, 3 bedroom, 11
2
/
bath, central heat and
air, furnished. Located
at E 14 Fox Meadows.
Days- 753-3643, Nights
753 6848.

28. Mobile Home Rentals
A 2 bedroom, newly
furnished, Shady Oaks
Trailer Court. 753-5209.
Near Murray 2 bedroom, furnished with
house furniture. Real
nice throughout. 7591305.
Two bedroom furnished
all electric mobile
hoMe. $150 per mONth
rent, $75 security deposit. No pets. Call
753-41108.

1.Heating-Cooling
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753-4755
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32.
One bedroom apart
Fur
ment for rent
fished. 753-1730, after 5
p.m. 753-6965.
One bedroom furnished
off street parking,
private entrance, no
pets, inquire at 503 N
6th or call 753 3001 after
5 p.m.
Small nealty furnished 1
bedroom apartment
Inquire 100 S. 131h.
Two bedroom apt $100
per month, water,
stove, refrigerator furnished. Phone 753-7874.
Lynn Grove Ky.
Unfurnished 2 room
apartment for 1 person.
Private entrance,
utilities furnished.
blocks from MSU. 7538558 and deposit
required.

3t Housesfor Rent
Two -Bedroom partially
furnihed house for
rent. $195 month plus
deposit. 753-6679.

e;

3t Hem ler Rol

37. unpick-soils

A nice quiet 2 bedroom,
2 bath furnished howe
with washer and dryer,
$200 per month plus
deposit, 7534213.
Four miles west of
Murray 3 bedroom, no
pets. SZt5 per month,
deposit required. 753446,435-4119.
One bedroom un
furnished house for
couple or single US. per
month plus deposit no
pets. Call 4119-2267.
Three bedroom near
Kenlake Resort, carpeted, water furnished,
baseboard heat, wood
heater $195. Call 4425447.
Three bedroom 2 baths,
carpeted, appliances,
central air. Walk to
$330 a month.
MSU
753-3006.
Two bedroom brick
home full basement, 1
block from hospital and
middle school $225. Call
753-8900.

N ins year old quarter 411.112.11111.1=11,
mare, solid black. 14.3
hands, good disposition
and nice confirmation.
Broke western, good
Derrell or game hors
albs CaseniCasue
Call 759 1711 after 6
hews hew fiewywhwe
p.m
lifttwelve ases ION
1912 Caktweer Bud
Ileareay 4)071
(502)7534116
12 week old Beagle
&gibe
pups 753-4491 before
/OIL MUM
2P"
beer
AKC Cocker Spaniel
Umeed boded
Puppies, 2 black males.
also 2 year old male
4.
Cocker. $60 each 491
is".
AKC German Shepherd
puppies 60 champions.
also guard dogs and Choice five acre parcels
Registered Eskimo near lake. Black top
Spitz. 502-554-2133.
road, good building
AKC Registered sites, electricity and
Doberman puppies. 759- phone available.
Moderately priced.
4588 or 753-7637.
AKC Registered Owner financing at I
Ken Shores
Chinese Pug puppies. percent
Estates, 753-1531.
753-7438.

Well kept brick veneer 2
bedroom, 2 baths, garage, appliances fur
nished. Including
washer, dryer, dishwasher, some. furni
tore available, For
information call
collect: 606-278-5157
Ask for Kirk Johnson.

Re*/

31. Ms-Supplies

Pointer pups, register
Champion Field Blood
Line, five months old
started 901-782-3572.

MUST SELL
yr. old male
Dechsbund with
pews. Coll 7538200
1

Two Separate Sales
155 Acres in 19 Tracts
Near Paris Landing State Pork
and Kentucky Lake
Sat. Oct.23 11:A.M.
Out of State Owner said sell regordle

10. Produce
Centenial sweet
2
1
potatoes for sale. /
mile off Highway 94 at
Pilot Oak. Charles
Singleton, 376-5155.

43. Real Estate

of Price located only 3 miles from one o

Tennessee's most popular Resorts. Fro
Paris, go Highway 79 North about 14
miles to AmVets Club, see auction sign,
turn left 1 mile to Sole No. 1.
SALE NO. 1 - 68 acres selling in 8
tracts varying in size from 7 to 11- acres.
These tracts are level to rolling, partly
open and in grass, portly wooded. Each
has long rood frontage and nice building
site.
SALE NO. 2 - 86 acres selling in 11
tracts. From Sale No. 1 go back to
Highway 79, turn right 1/2 miles, see auction sign, turn right 1/2 mile to sale. These
tracts are part of the some subdivision, but
front on Point Pleosont Rood (Blacktop),
they vary in size from 2 to 31 acres. The 31
acre tract is mostly open bottom land
ideal for forming and home site. The re•• - • - •.g tracts ore level to rolling, some
ore wooded, some partly open with woods;
all tracts have long road frontages and
.uilding sites with Tract 12 having a large
pond.
All tracts ore located near several nice
resorts which makes this property
• -sireable for home building or investment. They hove been approved by the
Henry County Health Department. The
safest place to put your money is in land.
Each tract will sell separately and will not
be regrouped. Don't Miss This Auction.
TERMS: CMS. 20,4 as earnest new day of
sale, balance dee at dosing. Make year owe
thsericiel arrangements prior to sale date. Yoe
way contact Howard Steely, Bask of Alarm,
Murray, Ky. to twelify for•

km.

;50

A Rai Eskit

$50
Will Be Given Away for
plats & more details call or write

MAX PUCKETT, 1111101-11011
Melts 115-832-1171

Furies S. Therein.
lesereace &
Real Estate
Seetiside Coertla.
/envy, Keetecky
753-4431
For the discriminating
buyer, the ultimate in
wood and stone,
situated on approximately three
wooded acres. $120,000.
KOPPERUD REALTY.

131 Acre farm approximately 7'
miles south of Murray on Highway 641.
Several hundred
feet of frontage on
both sides of
highway, between
Hazel and Puryear,
Tenn. Approximately 60 very productive acres and
lovely home site,
plus several outbuildings. Owner
financing available.
KOPPERUD
REALTY + 7531222.
Lakefront wooded area
on Kentucky Lake.
"Calloway -County".
Write or call I.C. Sotsko, 7319 White Oak
Ave. Hammond, In.
46324. Code:
219-845-3321.

911

1171 awls
Craft

value and location
make this home periect
for the first time Wryer
or retired
This two
bedroom home with
dining room and lull
easement is within
walking distance of
downtown shopping,
hospital and schools and
the price is 131.500. Call
KOPPERUD REALTY
7511-1/22

46. Homes for Sale

Two bedroom
aluminum siding home,
1 block from University.
Just remodeled. Open
Sundays. 203 S. 15th
Street. Call -before 2:30
p.m
weekdays.
759-1888

R•der. Title
2504 eagle*,
hooded vilth opHess. locledes
maid, less hears
an engine Mar
meter.

Call 101-51141221 day, et PR I SU-7.42 eight.
53. Services Ofiered

WELL
UNLINK

49. Used Cars

KULP"
IVEllS 111WIR
tI1 -344-3476

CHIMNEY

SWEEPING
SERVICE
Clean it now.
Later you may
have to wait. 4354348 or 76247 2.

RANDY
MINIM
HEATING AND AIR
CONDITIONING INC.

Carrier
Tim wrier Mahe for sobs
sad service is filerrey sad
Csilssisy (misty lit
Owitsie

753-8181

Alwareen end Vinyl
Woo, Costes, trim

work. Rokrooeos.
Coll Will Ed leiley,
753-06119.

Quality Service
Company
Heating and Air
Conditioning
Sales; Soles and
Service Modern
Sheet Metol 8. Service Departments

753-9290

Poison
Control

Fro* Estimates
Vire Steam or
Quick
Dry Cleaning.
Upholstery

753-7588

753-5827

SERVICE ELECTRICAL AND
PLIIINSING
REPAIRS AND
WELL MAPS.
N.L. FORD

435-4152

HITCHING POST
GIFT SHOP
heron, Reetechy

ANNUAL.SALE

30%

474-2266

753-3317

Make Money By Saving!

person

ped, $9,993. 753-9567.
1912 Datsun 2102.

4. What are the details of this saief
Am. The sale is open to everyone

253-

The Sale is open to everyone, for every
section on the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:

vided. Must sell 1982
Ford Exp 1500 miles,
flip-top sunroof, ac,
dark blue. Call 753-71158
during day, 753 6269
after 4p.m.

-Ads must run three consecutive days.
r No changes will be made in copy.
'Paid days will run first
r No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before expiration.
Al standard rates on classified display and classified ads
will remain in effect

grain truck $OO. 4362145.
1965 Ford pick up, 6
cylinder, straight shift.
753-7301 12-5p.m
1977 Dodge one ton Van,
319 engine, automatic,
air condition, radio,
power steering, heavy
duty package, CB antenna, hitch, roof vent
Call 753-1477.
1979 Dodge 4-Wheel Drive Adventurer Prospector. 42,000 Miles.
AC, new tires, AM FM 1
Track Stereo, PB, PS.
$5,300. Call 753-6916
after 5:30.

No.Days
Paid
3
6
9

52. Boats-Motors

IIS N. Ith

Painting Peperhariging- pairs. painting
call
Commercial• 7537311
Residential InteriorWM sharpen hand saws
E xterior Farm circular saws
and
25 years
e uiidings
atom satin 753 4656
experience !remove
•
Farris 759 19117
Sammy Tidwell PaintE.
ing Contractor
Ptf Oen(ed interior and
exterior painting Free
estimate Call 753 4646

sehlthle.

21ft Camper with air
condition, selfcontained. 753-7304.

ones 4
Upholstery

Gutter Repair
repair and clean out
Cali
gutters cheap
753 7192
Guttering by Sears
Sears continuous gut
tars installed for your
Cali
specifications
Soars 753 2310 for tree
estimate.
Insulation blown in by
Sears TV A approved
Save on those high
heating and cooling
bills Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimates
JC IL C Sheeting Vinyl,
aluminum. steel IL vinyl
coated aluminum siding
and trim for houses
Also fiberglass shake
siding. We also put on or
repair galvanized and
aluminum roots and
siding for barns 759
1600 office or 753 0329
home
K & K STUMP REMO
VAL
Do you need
stumps removed from
your yard or land
cleared of stumps' We
can remove stumps up
to 24 inches below the
ground. leaving only
Sawdirst and chips Celt
for free estimates Bob
Kemp 413 43.43 or Bob
Kemp Jr 435 4319

STORE HOURS: 10-5 Weekdays
12-5 Sunday. Closed Monday.

M.CAVES

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING

ROOf
FROWNS?

WELL DRILLING and
repair
Carrolton Wen
Drilling Warm*. TN
rregiit lee resterintlet
and comnserctel NI
AT 3621
WET SASEMINT, we
m•k• wet basements
dry
NoOleot I
work
guaranteed
Call or
VOrile Morgan Con
struc'fon Co Rio 1 bog
100 A. Paducah It
43001. or call 1443 MU
Will no woman, and
heating r
roofing

Storowide discount

2 ton
1
1950 Dodge 1 /

Aluminum
Service
Co.

Sims cs
dor He Aso

1967 Triump Roadster.
FLOOR SANDING
Hard and soft top, wire
AIM FINISHING
wheels, sharp $2500
floolloo Al Types, IS
759-1801.
20 yews experience.
yaws expensing, al
1969 MGC -Of-- needs
Stained flews ear
work pperwelsed. lea
interior and brake
specialty.
work. 7531551. 1011
111harsee, 411-2511
Payne St.
11001AU
or 345-2442.
1974 Chevrolet Caprice
FLOOR CO.
door like new. 70,000
3M-6127
miles, fully equipped,
good ?Ices. 753-7523.
1974 iMercury Montego. Aluminum and Vinyl
siding all types of trim
Green, automatic,
work. Call 753-6621 offer
cylinder. 762-2136.
Sp.m.
1975 El Camino extra
sharp. Power steering Appliance repair work
all brands. Specialize in
brakes. Call 753-0541.
1976 Ford Torino 1 TalVen. Call 753-534 or
owner good running 354-6956. Earl Lovett.
condition. $2000. 431.- Bob's Homo I n provement, 17 years
2253.
experience,
1976 Plymouth you're building
Wagon, 47,000 miles, 6 remodeling, additions,
cylinder, air, power concrete work, repairs,
steering, automatic, general home main
taince. Call 753-4.501.
$1200. Call 753-5210.
WW doss woofs,
1977 Honda Civic AcMaim sad Vinyl
cord low mileage, clean
olailoos, oho chop
Wig aid
interior. Must sell. Can
sod was Mord wood
be seen at 1614 Main St.
trim fir WI heaets. is
floors. Sotisfoctim
Apt. 1 Murray, Ky. or
41•114
goorootood.
call 753-4317.
Jack Glover
1977 MOB excellent
753-117
condition $3000. Call
John at K-Mart, 247-5072
or 247-3717.
1978 Cadillac DeVille
Sedan,
full power
AMFM, stereo, CB, new
tires and battery, excellent condition. Call
1. How can you make money?
753-9567
Am. You can 'wake money by gathering up al those winianted and unneeded demo Mai ate
1978 Honda Civic. 436Wm in poet basement attic and garage and pulling them wp foe'We
withering
2540
2. How car you save money?
1978 Monte Carlo, power
steering, power brakes,
ANS. You can save mosey by tallies etheMage of the gigantic classified ad sale Sias the classified
power windows, air
ad departat of the Ledger & Thies is having e west% of October to sea ell How Items
conditioner, AM-FM 11
you have gathered together.
track stereo, 305 motor,
are you?
3. How good a business
low mileage, $2,600. Call
436-21194.
Aat. You can prove that you are good in business by ninnies vow bvseneu oth.vtutiess on he
1980 Monte Carlo, good
Classified Pages of the Water & Times der* the sea* of Oct. Every rear% day year desalled
condition. Honda 110,
ad wil run FEU rep,artfless of We. This means that you save the 'Mire cost of your odeveip fourth
492-1204 or 492-8491.
day. Prices remain the same as bowl and you receive all the usual discoweb. N you are a reveler
1980 Toronado, tow
customer of the classified seciioa and your advertises* is already scheduled to. February ,uW nil
mileage, excellent
awloinalicaly receive the benefits from this sale
condition, fully equip-

O. Used Trucks

Murray
Police Dept.
753-1611
Emergencies
911
Calloway
County
Sheriff
753-3151

Colosrocom we dame Labe IteerigorahemLv
ec•aemiceity wit a commoners. woo ap
FAWN WOO ISMS is idieetee repaired 44
now Mow Weep" ed
OMNI sal lf101 mot
fir
ICONOSII OOPtlett
marital wort Wthwiet re%‘41mtlel Ised tom
drafty, plans leery tat thoistiess awe
ing
bervite *veritable Con aircorielitiew gas in
3531551
Stellefiee and 'Moir
PRIV ESTIMATES On Phew ts ran
Alf Electrical Plumb
Neel wore on year
leo, Pomo" ow Weil trees? Timone. prue
Peri* Needs Licoweed in, shiewre. canvass,
Call MIS'S or 704673
renvevoi awe men Casa
Ponce soles al Seen IlOvIll S TOSS
two Call Seers 7137310 SE RViCS for Pre
ter tree Wires% ler Sessional tree tore
'S331i,7130330
Is.'Medi
GIN BRAL NOME
REPAIR 13 seen is
Pferfeet• C•r peel,y.
concrete, plumbing.
SERI
NO
reefing. sliding
1111•11 his wet
Pre,
SMALL
TO
JOG
Mown ha
estimates Days 471
6
.11.
1 217
Is 6
omaa
11/11111

lesideetlel. les&
rehrenstie. Cal Mesh
&Wend, 7M-1710 or
753-1176.

YISTE;
l

APPLIANCE
SERVICE- Kenmore,
Westinghouse.
Whirlpool 20 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper
Bob's Appliance Service 202 S. 5th St.
153-1572
753-18$61home)

lorkss011ni

hoof• monad solIhrild-op or

•
wi.er

hrstiselwei

idest

rest plastic welt. hsdel teeter hums ood

IS. Auto Services
I mport Auto
Salvage, New and used
parts, rebuilt engines
etc. Call 474-2323.
Duane's Place -Used
Volkswagon parts, Nineup, break jobs, rebuilt
motors. 435-4212.

S tolid •11,11 Repair
telsecce barns Pre*
11010111110 COI 435-4W
CARPS! CLEANING
P r•• Estimates
Satisfied references.
Vera steam or Quick
D ry Cleaning
(Upholstery Cleaning)
Lee's Carpet Clotho,
1127
Campbell's Tree ler
Topping. trio
vice
mins. removing Pun
ifte4ef aft• C I t I 117
I'll.
asininity Simons Cali
ROW 10 secure an is
wrinnewet 1354344 Or
743492
Commercial and Re
refripervion
and central or near
mvrw service and me
air 436 5536
Concrete. Nock, brick.
basements. town
dation'. drive ways,
sidewalks. Patios, and
Free es
chimneys

We epsomite W sever

4023.
Relocating, transportation will be pro-

Police
911

Seraksaallni

Two bedroom twine is)Sacres 1 mise want id
Dexter aa Old
Wedesboro Rd. Priced
Iowan 4P47

ISIS 650 Yamaha Mack
and gold $1250. Call
after 5p.m., 750-1472.
1910 YZ125 Yamaha.
excellent condition. 753
7301. 12-5 p.m.
1980 Yamaha 400
Special with windshield,
SCOO miles. Call 753-3134
before 5p.m.
1912 ATC 110 3-wheeler.
Good condition. Call
492-•124.
190 Honda CM 250 C
includes helmet and
Honda bike COVK, can
be seen at Overby
Honda Murray, Ky. Call
753-4092.
76 CR-250, (peat condition $450. Ask for Bob.
753-6867.

2 bedroom 2 1,2 acres, /
miles 210 East. 436.2002.
Four bedroom older
home on quiet residential street. Excellent location, central
gas heat and immediate
possession. Priced in
KOPthe low 520's
PERUD REALTY. 7531222.
MUST SELL! Owner
sacrificing price for
quick sale. Beautiful
Western Cedar home on
14 acres. Home has 3
bedrooms, 2 bath,
sepecate dining room,
family room, and recreation room. Wall-towall carpet, central air
and heat, utility room
with dryer hook-up, and
built-in range and dishwasher in the kitchen
are just some of the
extras this home offers.
House also offers lots of
storage space and room
for a workshop in the
large 3-bay garage
This home is priced at
only $35,000 for a quick
sale so don't delay. For
an appointment to view
this home call Spann
Realty Assoc. 753-7724.
ONE YOU DREAM
ABOUT: 3 bedroom
2 brick, quality
/
brick, 11
construction on 21 acres
of good tendable land
with substantial road
frontage on two paved
highways. This is an
excellent investment
for now and in the
future. Located east of
Murray and just reduced to $63,900 for a
quick sale. Don't delay,
call today. Offered by
Century 21, Loretta
Jobs Realtors. 753-1492.
SAVE SUS buy direct
from owner. 3 or 4
2
1
bedroom brick. 1 /
bath. 1690 sq. ft. TVA
insulated. 1605 Belmont.
753-4193.
Small home for sale in
Almo. 2 bedroom, utility
room, storage, with
carpet and inlaid floors.
Aluminum siding on
outside. Priced low at
$12,500. For more information call Spann
Realty Assoc. 753-7724.

310

IL Beitillara

4.thilortycies

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

6 a.m.-Midnight 7 Days A Week
Phase 753-5351/753-5352

aNuasslar Sale

It Lotsfor Sale

Dial-A-Service
Taxi Cab Service

1E

14ft. Bass boat 70hp
Has
Mercury motor
trolling motor and
depth finder, 2 gas
tanks 11400. 435-4400.
Complete Bass Rig, 1911
R anger 350, like new 150
hp motor ancl Ranger
traitor, graph, 2 depth
finders. Must sell. Call
$56-11103 otter 5:30 p.m.
or 15445511.

No. Days
Free
1
2
3

Total
Days Run
4
8
12

S. WW1 do you gain from this sale?
*YOU SAMI MONET. There is no may yen cast Wee it you sell the Hew yew advertise Toe save
~wry an rear buisinirse advertises aft/ gale the advaistage of aolvow1Was in On mew well
ionise if the newspaper. The amount of maw,yea caw sew is iblereniised *thy by the a/Rowe
of wiwookiwg pow decide hede.

•

TAKE ADVANTAGE Of THIS SALE AND SAVE
Call 753 1116 or 753-1117 to ploce yew ed.
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Out of a family of sewn ,ehildrsa. ohlY one to-other
ackneudidges his misuses. The odors ignore him, forgettimr birthdays 112nd Christmas. My son has no friends,
and Oaf& so wadi tire roue that when be do* see
another Amman being, besides the small circle he lives in,
he chatters constantly and drives everyone sway.
He knows that he is "different," and be is vary unhappy. He mice saved up a lot of vitamins (he knew they
were called "pills") until he thought he had enough to
commit suicide.
I can't let him go out alone, as he is tormented or taken
advantage of sexually. Do all these do-gooders understand
all the problems that go along with retardation? Would
they take someone like my son and care for him forever?
The small number of people who would deserve sainthood. Most who open their mouths would disappear if
they were called upon to help. I know, as I have asked for
help, and have been turned down with some fine-sounding
excuses.
Every time I read letters from all these busybodies who
would tell someone else what decisions he or she should
make, I wish I could send them my son for a month. Let
them live with the problems that never end, the grief I
feel, have always felt, and will until the day I die. Just
setting these thoughts down on paper starts the tears to
flowing.
There is no place in society for these mentally handicapped people. They need their own community where
they could be with their own kind and not feel different.
They could be sterilized so they could love and marry.
They have feelings, too! They aren't capable of raising
children, but I'm sure a howl would be raised if they were
rendered incapable of becoming parents.
When you live with these problems 24 hours a day, you
think of mercy killing and suicide, but that takes more
courage than I have.
This problem ruined my marriage. I also know other
marriages that have collapsed under the burden. It has
made family and friends disappear.
I could write a book on the subject. Any small pleasures
you may find in a child like this are washed away by
bigger problems later on.
These facts need to be put before people so they can see
the situation from another point of view.
LOS ANGELES MOTHER

OREL

HEINOLD COMMODITIES, INC.
KENT KELLEY

p.4.'tYFi1LD KY

7.)

Hog market

Livestock market
LOVISVILLP, k. API WIDA EatInaled rawly's emelt end selves
UN;ideophler bore sad bean open
Sag 1.1114.111 higher, rows and belle
sloady eleepiler calves and sealers
sibs* Peed, le a IWO MO keno
glare meetly Mossey,inehoess 1.164.01
lower; Wens woody Mae*
Sarsilder Moen choice 1.4100-1.110
110 21.111411.11; sm•II lot WO; embed
goad and choice 11111.343 be 54.11141.111;
sane 1,14/b1SO lh Orrin& II 41,
sloorgaer Offen doles 2-4 11111.00
$4N47 10, NOW commerMal and
choke 34 fa TO, geed arid dines 1-3 NOISY)lb 10.00.44.71; itanderd and geed
341011SO lhe 41.111411.11.
34 31.011-

:111

41.1, malty
2111141.111; Ma drub
4111143.111; cooler 14 13 31147.11,
lbs SSW
camper and cotter soder
stissibies bola grade 14 1,3111.
1,711 Iles 41.3/4tO; grade 1 42,111411.1b
few chinos 111410 lb realer,10104410,
calves ofeast
nadir Oars esedlens frames 1 SW
30 lbs 17.6411.*; MISS IN Mel
alb; few op Se 111.*: MAI be KT&
13•1; TOMO IN
seer
frame 1-2 111141/ be 11211411.10; lope
hums I liMoteles 411.4111IN 41.11141-1b.
111-1 AM Its 41.314120. Offen swam
frame 1 /MN be 44.1141 la; Is al
12.01; NOM 110 417.204110. ereeral

Yederaliele Merkel Non lona C*
berr 11, 1111
lIoneelts Penner Arse Nos Marital
-I1a10: kit VILA MS harms 4Gas
1110hIgher1ro ass* 1-1.11Migmr
le WM S mooKO
CIS 141/11411 be
*AMA
U112114111Ile
*Odin
U13211411 SO
ibi
s
,
14 OKA
1141141.111
Sans

By Abigail Van Buren

Women Who 'Ask for It'
Provoke Varied Responses

LIS 241/04/11111.
MAMA
1111111111411
Ulf411111411111a
111.01111
132441111411Hbis
US 14 MSSlbs....01.0117.1111sme se to
112.11
US
34 2/1411111e.
111111.104.1111
polies& 10.6411111; nudism frame 2
Seerse.$41.11

DEAR ABBY: The letter signed -Grandma," suggesting
that women who are raped "asked for it" by wearing
provocative clothing, prompts this letter. Your answer
(rape is a crime of violence, designed to humiliate and
dominate) was right on, but you must admit that women
(and some men, too!) do dress provocatively in an effort to
entice certain relationships — but only on their own
terms, with the consenting partner of their choice.
If a merchant were to display goods attractively, hoping
to entice interest in his merchandise, no one would say
"he asked for it" if a burglar broke in and seized the
goods without complying with the contractual terms of
sale.
DOUGLAS D. IN SHERMAN OAKS, CALIF.
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Dennis Boyd's rites Saturday
Services for Dennis Lee
Boyd were Saturday at 2
p.m. at South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist
Church. Dr. Paul
Blankenship and the Rev.
W.T. Call officiated.
Music was by the
Church Choir with Mrs.
Ellis Paschall as director.
Active pallbearers
were Frank Doran,
Harold Doran, Harvey
Ellis, John Hazle Ellis,
David Boyd and Jackie
Butterworth. Honorary
pallbearers were
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members of Mr. Boyd's
Alt Products
Sunday School Class at Ashland
Americas Tallyhos
the church.
Chrysler
Burial was in the Dupont
church cemetery with ar- Irord
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rangements by J.H. General
Dynamics
Churchill Funeral Home. General *Mrs
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Mr. Boyd,79, Rt. 4, died Goodrich
Thursday at Murray- Goodyear
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Hospital.
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Jenco
He is survived by one K-Mart
daughter, Mrs. Nancy Nowak
Oats
Overby, one son, Hazle Quint
Teepee
Boyd, two brothers, US.Tifton
Camel and Paul Boyd, Cal-Mart
Woody's
five grandchildren and Worm
two great-grandchildren. CE.? Yleid

Mrs. Green's funeral today
The funeral for Mrs.
Myrtle Armenta Green is
being conducted today at
2 p.m. in LeDon Chapel of
Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tenn. Burial will
follow in Point Pleasant
Cemetery.
Mrs. Green, 85, Paris,
died Saturday at her
home. She was the widow
of Charlie A. Green.
Survivors include nine
daughters, Mrs. Berline

Albritton and Mrs. Jodine
Coleman, New Concord,
Miss Nell Green,
Buchanan, Tenn., Mrs.
Evelyn Wood and Mrs.
Norene Green, Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Judy Hams,
Madison, Iowa, Mrs.
Mary Byrd, Granite City,
Mrs. Alma Green,
Taylor, Mich., and Mrs.
Betty Harris, Newport,
Ind.; one son, Charles
Green,Paris,Tenn.
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DEAR DOUGLAS: How does one define "provocative"? It could mean something different to each
man. There are "leg" men, "breast" men, "fanny"
men, and men who are turned on by a pouty mouth,
blond hair, or you name it.
Perhaps we should emulate Iran's Ayatollah
Khomeini, and insist that our women be covered
from head to toe in black wool, with only holes for
the eyes. Then they would be rape-proof — unless,
of course, one runs into an "eye" man.
• ••

•• *

DEAR ABBY: I am writing this for those who think it is
immoral to destroy an imperfect fetus. I have a 30-year-old
mentally retarded son whose life has been nothing but
grief for him and us. I could handle the problem when he
was a child, although I cried with him every time he was
rejected by his peers and adults.
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Stork barite !neighed by First el
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Chris Swann, 9, a
newly-elected fourthgrade representative on
the Meadowville City
Council, said he approves
of the new approach.
"It's pretty neat
because this is the first
school that has had a
town like this," Swann
said. "I like the streets
and the names and
everything."
The project was started
to promote a feeling of
community among
students, parents and
teachers. And so far,
Meadowville is an allKentucky city.
FORT COLLINS, Colo.
(AP) — Manual recordkeeping of thoroughbred
horse breeding has been
replaced by a computerized record system
at a Colorado ranch.
According MIS Week, a
management information
systems journal, the
manual operation was too
time-consuming and information was hard to
find when needed at
Moondrift Fartts.
Files on the breeding,
boarding and training of
the horses must include
birthdates, parents,
medical histories, special
show performance and
sales prices, the publication said.
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Prices Good While Supplys Last!

Dog Food
$1149
so Lb.W Arrive Tuesday Morning

Is your homeowners insurance protection keeping pace with
inflation? Let us show you how the federal Kemper
Homeowners insurance policy automatically makes sure
your coverage stays current withwur home's rising value.
See us for thio valuable feature

Bob Nanney
Insurance Agency
107 N. 4th
7S3-4937

Another reason to
insure with
Federal Kemper

Federal Kemper
Insurance Company ME

Martha W e

Corn Meal

Flour

.76g
i Peaches 69'

5 Lb

Maxwell House
Master Blend

Stokley

Coffee

21
/
2 size

89

Case of 24 $16.39
Arrive Tuesday Morning

13 oz. boa

Turner

_89

994

/
1
2 Gal.

Brundige

10 Lb.

5 Lb Bag

Cooking Oil

Sausage
49

Parker's Blue Ribbon

Lucky leaf

Wiener

Applestuce
3
$109

8 Pac
16 oz.
Plus Deposit

94

16 oz. can

99

48 Si.

Field Pro;teageer

Root Beer

Onions
04
8

Wesson or Crisco

Made in Fulton, Ky.

Barq's Or Barrel Head

Yellow

Potatoes

Ice Milk

12 oz.

Let's talk value.

Murray, Ky.

Martha White

Blue Barn

98

Homeowners...

rret

Warehouse Foods

1 Lb. Hot or Mild

WE DELIVER

If you hate to write letters because you don't
know what to say, send for Abby's complete booklet
on letter-writing. Send $2 and a long, stamped (37
cents), self-addressed envelope to Abby, Letter Booklet, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038.

It's The Total On The
Tape That Counts

623 Sank 4th

school...
Continued from page 7
have rules and regulations," said Ms. Shye.
"The kids will remind
each other (of the rules).
And they will remind me
if I'm on the wrong side of
the traffic lanes."
Teachers and concerned parents worked up the
idea of a community last
summer while searching
for ways to improve the
school. They also named
the new community.
The school's students in
each grade helped set up
the rules, now known as
city ordinances, and offered suggestions on
punishments for students
who break the rules.
The school's guidance
office was also turned into a CGS Service Mart,
where students can fill up
with "Feeling Good
Gas," change to "New
Ways Oil" or "Angry
Anti-Freeze."
"We found that it has
made for a change in attitude," said Sareva
Hagan, a fifth-grade
teacher who worked on
the committee.
Fifth-grader Chris
Howard said the traffic
lanes are very practical
for an elementary school.
"I like it because if you
didn't have it, everybody
would be rushing each
way," he explained.
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•Case MOO

Popcorn
of Murray, Ky.
12% Lb. Bag
of Popcorn

Pepsi
Diet Pepsi
or
Mt. Dew

375

8 pat
16 oz.
plus
Deposit

$11 49

